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Dear Friends,

As the AFSC Planning Committee moves into the final phase of its
deliberations, we are writing to share with you the draft of our
preliminary recommendations and to ask, once again, for your
feedback.

This past October we circulated a Progress Report to the wider AFSC
family. That document contained a situational assessment of the
current state of the AFSC and suggested a range of choices for
future action in key areas of AFSC work.

We are deeply grateful for’ the time and thought that members of the
AFSC family have given to the Progress Report. Over fifty
individuals and thirty-five groups responded to the Planning
Committee’s Progress Report. In addition, Planning Committee
members attended sessions with Corporation members where the report
was analyzed, and also attended scores of other committee and group
meetings for discussions on the document. The responses were very
helpful in identifying areas not (fully) covered in the report. The
committee monitored these responses during our discussions to ensure
that we considered the points raised. Many of the responses helped
to shape the preliminary recommendations enclosed with this letter.

Next steps will include discussions of the preliminary
recommendations by regional and national committees, individuals,
meeting groups, and others. Also, in mid—March a called meeting of
the Corporation will consider the preliminary recommendations. In
May, the Planning Committee will prepare final recommendations to
present to the Board at its June meeting. The final recommendations
will be based on the Planning Committee’s additional deliberations
and reflections informed, inter alia, by feedback we hope to receive
from you. We must have this feedback by April 26, at the latest.
(It should be sent do Karen Cromley in the national office.)

This phase of the planning process will end once the final
recommendations are submitted to the Board in June. At that time,
the Planning Committee will be laid down and the Board will decide
on subsequent action. We will be sending you a copy of the final
recommendations after they have been received by the Board. (An
outline of stages in the planning process is appended to the
preliminary recommendations.)

On behalf of the committee, thank you for your past communications.
We look forward to hearing from you once more in response to the
enclosed preliminary recommendations.

Sincerely,

Paula R. Rhodes
Clerk, AFSC Planning Committee

Nobei Peace Prize Co-Recipient 1947

An Affirmafive Action Employer
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FRAMING QUESTIONS FOR FEEDBACK ON PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Planning Committee welcomes your comments on this draft of its
report to the AFSC Board of Directors. You may want to use the
following questions to guide your response.

I. MISSION STATEMENT

A. Do you agree with the mission statement?
B. If not, how would you change it?

II. ASSUMPTIONS

A. With which Assumptions do you agree?
B. With which Assumptions do you disagree? How would you

change them?
C. What other Assumptions would you make?

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. With which Recommendations do you aree?
B. With which Recommendations do you disagree?

For each with which you disagree, please indicate:

1) Whether you disagree with the Goals. If so, how
would you change them?

2) Whether you disagree with the Implementation sugges
tions. If so, how would you change them?

3) What other Recommendations would you make?

IV. What other comments do you have about the report or the
planning process?

Thank you for taking the time to share your comments. Your comments
will be considered by members of the Planning Committee in preparing
their final report to the Board.

Please send them by April 26, 1993, to:

Karen Cromley, AFSC, 1501 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102





PLMING COMMITTEE

Preliminary Recommendations

The following preliminary recommendations are offered for
review by the entire AFSC community. The Planning Committee
welcomes your feedback on any or all portions of this document,
requesting that written communications be received by Karen
Cromley in the national office by April 26th. The Planning
Committee will meet again in May to consider all of the feedback
we have received and to make final revisions to these
recommendations before forwarding them to the Board for its
consideration at the June meeting.

MISSION STATEMENT

Introduction

The mission statement below is meant to be a concise
statement of what AFSC hopes to be at its core. It was drafted
to be useful for a variety of purposes; it is not intended to be
a statement of program priorities. Specifically, the mission
statement attempts to capture the following items:

* The “soul” of who “we” are and want to be.

* A vision of the world and society we want to live in.

* The core values, testimonies, principles and philosophy.

* The essence of the work we attempt to carry out.

* The unique qualities of AFSC.

* Clarify some fundamental assumptions and safeguard
against contrary assumptions.

* A brief statement about AFSC that can be used for
external purposes, such as fundraising.

MISSION STATEMENT

The merican Friends Service Committee is an expression
of Quaker faith in action. We hold a vision of a world
where justice and peace prevail, where conflicts are
resolved nonviolently, and where each person and group is
assured the opportunity to live in dignity and participate
in the decisions affecting their lives. We work to bring
about a nonviolent society free from all forms of
oppression.
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AFSC VALUES

The AFSC coinmunity draws on values, principles, and
practices of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers), and is
renewed continually by the spiritual and cultural diversity of
all who participate. The following shared values, principles and
practices form the spiritual base of the organization and guide
our work.

* We believe that there is that of God in each person, leading
us to respect the worth and dignity of all.

* We regard no person as our enemy, while we often oppose
specific actions and abuses of power. We seek to address
the goodness and truth in each individual.

* We affirm the transforming power of love and nonviolence as
a force for reconciliation and as a challenge to injustice
and violence.

* We trust the power of the spirit to guide the collective
search for truth and practical action.

* We accept that our understandings of truth are imperfect
and that new truths are continually revealed to us.

THE WORK OF THE AFSC

We work throughout the world for peace, justice and
reconciliation among all peoples and for an end to militarism and
preparation for war. We work in partnership with people who are
poor, disenfranchised, displaced, or oppressed.

* We work to relieve suffering and seek to address the root
causes of poverty, injustice, and war.

* In times and places of violent strife or protracted
struggle, we serve the human needs of people on all sides
and work to facilitate a peaceful resolution of the
conflict, avoiding partisan or narrow political allegiances.

* Our work is grounded at the community level in the United
States and in other countries. We learn from that
engagement, share those learnings institutionally, and
communicate them in ways that seek to affect the public mind
and public policy.

* We seek to transform the institutions of society and we are
ourselves transformed by our work.

ORGANI ZATIONAL COMMITMENTS

We are committed to working both inside and outside our
organization to address individual and institutional forms of
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oppression. We seek to treat each other within AFSC with
respect, even in the midst of disagreement and struggle.

The AFSC benefits from the perspectives, practices, values,
and spiritual experiences of a rich variety of people, both
inside and outside the organization. The understanding gained
through this diversity is central to our organizational capacity
to accomplish our ambitious work for change.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

Embedded in the recommendations which follow are several key
assumptions which should be lifted out. While these are not in
the form of specific recommendations for change, they do form the
context for many of the areas we address directly.

1. Quaker Base: The AFSC should continue to be a Quaker-based
organization, with strong connection to the Religious
Society of Friends and to Quaker practice, values and
principles.

2. Uncertain Future: We cannot reliably predict world events
and the specific issues which will command our attention, in
any narrow sense. Therefore, we must identify the enduring
areas of concern for the organization, the longer term
goals, and maintain flexibility to respond to global,
national and local events.

3. Commitment to Implementation: AFSC has undertaken various
planning efforts in the past, but they have been less than
effective due to lack of implementation. Therefore, each of
our recommendations needs a clear assignment of
responsibility for further refinement of goals and
development of specific plans for implementation.

4. Organizational Learning: The organization, as a whole,
needs better learning systems: a) more consistent processes
for learning from our program experience; b) improved
systems for sharing learning among programs, regions,
divisions, Nationwide Women’s Program and Third World
Coalition; c) training programs for staff, committee
members, and volunteers; d) ongoing analysis of social and
political forces, the effectiveness and strategies of social
movements, to inform our program work; e) administrative
policies, procedures and structures which best support
program work.

5. Committees: The role of committees at many levels remains
central to the life of AFSC. Decision-making regarding
policies and program directions will continue to be their
primary function. Other committee functions are support,
coordination, advocacy, and advisory. Many committees need
better job definitions, more consistent orientation and, in
some cases, streamlining or elimination.
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6. Planning: Planning must be a regular part of the organi
zational culture, not just an occasional exercise. We need
to strengthen ongoing planning systems which connect program
priorities, program design, program evaluation, design of
administrative functions, allocation of resources, and all
learning processes.

7. National and International Work: We continue to gain from
being part of a national organization which does work in the

U.S. and abroad. We value the connections and the assurance

that our colleagues and allies are engaged in similar
struggles for change elsewhere.

8. Vision: In order to move forward, we need a shared vision

of a desired future for AFSC, including both the nature of
the organization itself and the work we carry out.

9. Resources: Choices made within the organization, including
in the context of this planning process, must be made with
conscious attention to AFSC’s finite resources, both human

and financial.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

The Planning Committee has developed a number of recoinmenda—

tions regarding the future of the organization. These are

presented as RECOMMENDED GOALS and IMPLEMENTATIONS. In all but

one case (Allocations System), the Planning Committee has reached

unity on the recommendations presented here. Please note that

with respect to implementation, we expect the Board to ask
existing groups or to create new groups to take the planning
process through its next stages.

I. NATURE OF THE AFSC COMMUNITY

The set of recommendations in this section address a series

of related issues regarding the evolving AFSC community. All of

these issues, Relations to the Religious Society of Friends,

Affirmative Action, Respecting Cultural Diversity, and
Opportunities for Service, are about the inclusion and connection

of people who feel drawn to the mission of AFSC.

A) RELATIONSHIP TO THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

The Planning Committee found strong support for
continuing the Quaker nature of AFSC and for maintaining and

improving ties with the wider Religious Society of Friends.
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Recommended Goals:

Maintain and strengthen the current relationships with
the wider Religious Society of Friends, including
consistent efforts to recruit Quakers for staff and
committee positions.

Develop specific activities to engage Friends more fully
in the life of the AFSC.

Implententation:

1. Continue support for the work of the AFSC Friends/
Relations Committee.

2. Develop more working relations with monthly meetings.

B) AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

The Planning Committee found widespread support for
continuing and strengthening the Affirmative Action program,
especially for addressing questions of retention and job mobility
for staff and creating a more supportive atmosphere for committee
members. We affirm the spiritual basis of the organizational
commitment to affirmative action.

Recommended Goal:

We want to become a whole, healthy and inclusive community.
This means working to nurture relations among staff and
committees after hiring or appointment and developing
methods for community building to achieve greater
inclusiveness.

Implementation:

1. Build a sense of community within committees and staff
groups throughout the organization.

2. Examine the structure and function of various committees
with responsibility for implementation of the affirmative
action plan, looking for ways to gain acceptance of
responsibility by the whole organization for
implementation of the plan.

C) RESPECTING CULTURAL DIVERSITY

The Planning Committee has struggled with the concept of
“multiculturalism” and what it might mean for the AFSC. We have
discovered a wide range of views about what multiculturalism
means, to the point that we would rather avoid the term and
articulate, instead, what we want to accomplish in this area.
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We are clear that we must value the diverse group of people
who make up the AFSC community and that continued and improved
inclusion is crucial to carrying out our program work. This is
reflected in our proposed Mission Statement and has implications
for both the internal life of the AFSC and its work in the world.
The Planning Committee finds that we have work to do in order to
develop a strategy for honoring our commitments to Quaker values
by becoming a more inclusive and culturally sensitive
organization.

Recommended Goals:

We seek to understand and respect the diversity of the
people who are or could be part of the AFSC: their culture,
language, spiritual expression, ideas, and concerns. We
must respect cultural diversity through formal and informal
processes and structures to the point where people identify
strongly with the mission of the organization, as they feel
increasingly free to be themselves in AFSC settings, and to
express the cultural aspects of their particular race,
class, ethnic group, gender, sexual orientation.

Respecting cultural diversity will require creating a
supportive environment in which the organization’s will is
clearly reflected in the Mission, in personnel structures
and processes, and in the working of governing bodies.
There must be means for supporting staff and committee
members as they learn how to be heard on issues of program
and policy.

Implementation:

1. Responsibility for implementing this policy will rest
with each unit of the organization. We encourage units
to use resources for addressing these issues which are
available in the Affirmative Action Office, the
Nationwide Women’s Program, the Third World Coalition,
and the national Person:iel Department.

2. Steps towards realizing the above goal will include:

* developing a clear understanding of the goal and how
cultural issues operate in the AFSC at present.

* examining the challenges and implications of the goal
for policies and practices at all levels.

* building consensus around the goal and in support of
the concrete changes it will require.

* developing consistent orientation and training
resources which will 1) introduce new staff and
committee members to the concepts of inclusion and
respecting cultural diversity; and 2) provide clear
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information about AFSC decision-making processes and
how to gain access to them.

D) OPPORTUNITIES FOR SERVICE AND PROGRAM ENGAGEMENT

The Planning Committee has heard from many quarters that we
must find new ways to engage more people, especially young people
and Quakers, in service activities and in formative and
transformative experiences through our program work and other
regular activities. This is important for building and renewing
our loyal contributor base, nurturing our relations with the
Religious Society of Friends, and expanding the number of people
directly engaged in our program work, and/or assisting the full
range of AFSC operations.

Recommended Goals:

1. Develop new programs or new elements of existing
programs which engage volunteers, short—term staff, or
interns in program implementation and/or short—term program
activities.

2. Develop ways to engage young people in similar ways.

3. Expand opportunities for volunteer involvement in non—
program activities such as writing, editing, public
relations, fundraising, office assistance.

Implenientation:

1. Require all programs to address the questions of
involvement of short—term staff, interns, volunteers and
youth in their program plans (using the “Program Choices,
Program Design, and Program Evaluation” document as a
guide).

2. Develop training modules which enhance staff skills in
designing programs which engage youth and volunteers, and
in training and supervising volunteers of various types.

II • GOVERNANCE

We understand “governance” to apply to the systems of policy
decision—making throughout the organization, not just the role of
the Board and Corporation. Program committees, administrative
committees, regional and divisional executive committees, et al.,
are all part of the governance system of the AFSC. Each of the
various component groups needs to understand its role and its
links and accountability to other parts of the organization.
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A) THE CORPORATION

The Planning Committee has found that members of the
Corporation, who provide a valuable link to the wider Religious
Society of Friends, are often frustrated with the limitations of
their role. AFSC interacts with Friends through the Corporation
and in a variety of other ways. If Friends and AFSC programs are
well connected at the local and regional level, there will be
less pressure on the relationship with the Corporation.

Recommended Goals:

1. Corporation members have a realistic and
meaningful role in the life of the AFSC and provide a
vibrant connection to the wider Religious Society of
Friends.

2. In addition to the annual meeting, Corporation members
and other Friends are involved in the AFSC in other
ways.

Implementation:

1. We recommend that the Board direct the AFSC Friends/
Relations Committee to examine the role of the members
of the Corporation to ensure that they have a meaningful
role and that official descriptions and orientation
materials lead to realistic expectations about that
role.

2. We recommend that both yearly meeting nominating
committees and the Standing Nominating Committee be
asked to appoint people to the Corporation who are
either already involved with the AFSC in other ways or
who are willing to become so, in order that their
connection with AFSC is not limited to the annual
meeting. Examples of such involvement include service
c’i program, administrative, or regional executive
cinmittees, office volunteer work, or assistance to
fundraising. As this expectation is made of
Corporation members, we must make sure that there are
opportunities to serve in this way.

3. We recommend that the AFSC/Friends Relations Committee
explore ways to engage Quakers in the life of the AFSC
at the local and regional level. Examples of this kind
of lively interaction include the Intermountain Yearly
Meeting/AFSC joint project work; and use of released
Friends for short—term projects.

B) THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

We have asserted that the AFSC should continue to be a
Quaker—based organization and recognize that composition of the
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Board has a significant impact on that commitment. At the same
time, the composition of the Board should not be an end in
itself, but rather a means towards achieving commonly-held goals.

The Planning Committee has heard and discussed deeply-held
and principled positions regarding the composition of the Board--
from people throughout the AFSC family and within the committee
itself. Some advocate opening the Board to non—Quakers. Others
accept continuing an all—Quaker Board, so long as everyone is
clear about the principles to which they can be held accountable.
Some who wish to move the organization towards stronger
commitment to respecting cultural diversity note that changing
the composition of the Board will not, in itself, accomplish this
goal.

Still others are deeply concerned to maintain the uniquely
Quaker aspects of the organization and point to the experience of
Quaker schools and colleges which have changed the composition of
their boards and lost their Quaker character. Quakers have made
an affirmative commitment to Quaker practices and values——a
choice not everyone has made. Those who have not made this
choice are no better or worse than others, they have simply made
other commitments. Board membership is not the only way that
their experience, perspectives and other contributions can be
heard and valued.

In the course of Planning Committee discussions, we have
articulated the following desires regarding the composition and
functioning of the Board.

1. We want a Board that is spiritually grounded and
connected to the program work.

2. We want a Board which expresses and upholds Quaker
principles and processes and which is accountable to
those same values.

3. We wish to value and maintain the unique character of
the Quaker corporate discernment process.

4. We want to promote strong linkages between various
decision—making bodies and clear lines of accountability
among them.

5. We want a Board which understands its own cultural base
and continually improves that understanding.

The Board carries ultimate responsibility for ensuring that
Quaker principles and processes are followed, to the best of
their abilities, recognizing that no one is infallible.
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1. Role Of The Board Of Directors:

The Board is already engaged in a number of activities
beyond its official job description, and additional new roles are
proposed by the Planning Committee at various points in this
document.

Recommended Goal:

Develop a clear, accepted and widely-understood statement of
the role of the Board; the Board must be one whose members
have the skills, experience and commitment needed to fulfill
this role.

Implementation:

We recommend that the Board re—examine its role.

Areas of consideration of new or expanded Board activity
include:

1. Enhanced role in monitoring the health and effective
functioning of regional executive committees and
national program division committees;

2. Expanded role in fiscal management and fundraising;

3. Clear role as final arbiter of policy disputes among
units;

4. Deeper involvement in setting program priorities and
directions.

The Planning Committee notes that Board orientation must be
consistent, with particular attention to the Board
responsibility for holding up Quaker principles and
processes.

2. Composition of the Board:

The Planning Committee has come to unity on the recommenda
tion below which calls for including clerks of regions and
program divisions as full members of the Board. The Planning
Committee believes these individuals are invaluable resources in
carrying out the enhanced functions of the Board. They are well
grounded in AFSC values, principles and practices; they are
knowledgeable about program work; and they have been entrusted
wit major leadership. Welcoming the regional clerks as members
has precedent in past practice and also resolves the con
tradiction of having them present and participating in Board
meetings without being members.
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As we recommend this significant change in practice, the
Planning Committee is clear that this is not a first step towards
further opening the Board. This action is supportable on its own
merits.

Recommendation:

All at—large members of the Board will be members of the
Religious Society of Friends. In addition, the clerks of
the regional executive committees and clerks of national
program division executive committees will serve as members
of the Board by virtue of their positions, whether or not
they are Friends. [Note: this will require a change in the
By-Laws and therefore approval by the Corporation].

III. COMMITTEES

Committees play a central role in the life of the
organization. They make program and administrative policy
decisions, and they serve in support, coordinating, advocacy, and
advisory capacities.

The Planning Committee found great variation in the health
and smooth functioning of committees. A number of committees
lack a commonly-understood definition of their job or the
boundaries between their role and that of program staff or
managers. Some committees need greater understanding of the AFSC
decision—making process. In come cases, clerks and committee
members need better orientation and training. The roles and
functioning of committees need to be reviewed on a regular basis.

Recommended Goal:

Committees fulfill their legitimate functions in the
organization and offer a productive and satisfying
experience for committee members.

Implementation:

1. Board should appoint a Task Force on Decision-Making
and Committees, responsible for completing
Implementation Step 2 by June 1994, and for implementing
steps 3, 4, and 5 by June 1995, in coordination with the
Personnel Department and with efforts toward orientation
and training in other parts of the AFSC.

2. Re—examine and clarify the role of committees throughout
the organization. Study which committees would best be
reaffirmed, restructured, streamlined, or laid down.

3. Develop a series of suggested formats for committee
orientation, including sets of written materials,
methods for introducing committee members to each other,
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discussion of the committee role, clarification of AFSC
structures and the committee function, and introduction
to decision-making as practiced in the AFSC.

4. Produce a set of queries for coirnittees to use in
periodic self-evaluation, addressing such issues as
decision—making, task achievement, member satisfaction,
group dynamics, leadership/clerking, and relation to
staff.

5. Develop resources for training staff in how to use
committees effectively and how to nurture committees.
Develop a training program for clerks.

IV. DECISION-MAKING

Three kinds of decision-making are used in the AFSC:
consultative, hierarchical, and consensus. (Consultative: do you
think the AFSC should be represented at this neighborhood
meeting? Hierarchical: please plan to attend this neighborhood
meeting on behalf of the AFSC. Consensus: does the Executive
Committee agree that the AFSC should join in this neighborhood
coalition?) The three kinds of decisions are combined in complex
decision-making processes. Not everyone is or should be a
participant in every decision.

The Planning Committee found that many staff and committee
members are unclear about the processes for making various kinds
of decisions in the AFSC.

Recommended Goal:

Develop an organization—wide understanding of how decisions
are made, who makes them, access to the processes, and ways
to address disagreements about process or outcomes. Resolve
ambiguities about status and authority in the three kinds of
decision—making.

Implementation:

The Board-appointed Task Force on Decision-Making and
Committees should complete the following steps by June
1994:

1. Develop a decision—making “road map” which
tracks how a number of different kinds of
decisions are currently made. Review and
affirm or recommend changes.

2. Develop a shared understanding of the
communications requirements around decision
making: who needs to know what, when.
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3. Identify or develop resources available for
addressing disagreements about process or
outcomes.

4. Include decision—making as part of staff and
committee training and orientation.

V. PROGRAM

A) PROGRAM WORK

We found within the AFSC community a strong desire to become
more interconnected and more focused in program work, and for all
segments to work together in achieving the AFSC mission. Three
goals need to be achieved: greater program relatedness; overall
program priority setting which draws on our experience and work;
and space for local initiatives to be maintained and developed.

Our goal is to develop an organization—wide program priority
setting process that builds strong support throughout the AFSC
for more focused program work. In seeking to do this, we make no
assumptions, at this time, on what the appropriate program
structures may be, i.e., whether to keep existing arrangements or
restructure into a different arrangement of divisions and
regions.

Recommended Goals:

1. Immediately implement increasing program
interrelatedness throughout the AFSC’s U.S.-based and
international program work.

2. Develop a program priority process that insures that
new and existing programs support these goals:

* encourage AFSC staff and constituencies to learn
from each other and to offer mutual support in
program development

* permit the AFSC to pool resources

* enable programs to better use national support

* improve program focus for better fundraising

* reduce program and staff isolation

* enhance program flexibility

* insure greater program visibility as AFSC programs

* avoid duplication and gaps
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* improve our capacity to affect national and
international policy

Implementation:

1. Appoint an Associate Executive Secretary for Program in
the Office of the Executive Secretary.

2. The Board should appoint a broadly representative
Program Priorities Committee to begin the development
of more interrelated program work by identifying points
where it now exists; then identify multi-year program
priorities for the AFSC to fund. This committee will
include at a minimum members from divisional, regional,
Third World Coalition and Nationwide Women’s Program
executive committees. Consultation with the
Corporation is a responsibility of this committee as
well. This committee will work with the Associate
Executive Secretary for Program who will shepherd and
facilitate progress toward coherence and priority
setting.

3. The staff and the Program Priorities Committee must
monitor resources implications and the possibility of
negative fiscal impact elsewhere.

B) PROGRAM AND ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURES

Organizational structure should facilitate and support
program work. The Planning Committee found areas where our
practices and structures impede our ability to work in connected
and interrelated ways. Examples include: tensions in the
expression of advocacy and reconciliation efforts in
international and U.S.—based work; overlapping work between Peace
Education and Community Relations divisions regarding economic
justice issues; confusion among divisions on indigenous rights.

Reconunended Goals:

1. Structures support program delivery and program
interconnectedness.

2. Structures free and support all people within AFSC to
do their work.

3. Structures strengthen communications in all directions
and support program interrelatedness.

4. Program supervision is located as near as practicable
to program delivery.
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5. Program development occurs at or near level of program
delivery with consultation/communication widely through
organization and beyond and ultimately informed by
organizational priorities.

6. Program structures encourage economical and efficient
operations.

Implementation:

1. The Executive Secretary will convene immediately a
staff working group to: a) identify and describe the
dilemmas caused by our present structures and ways of
working, such as barriers that impede more
interrelatedness and communication among regions,
between regions and divisions and among divisions, b)
identify examples of successful interrelated work and
areas of coherence.

This working group should report its findings to the
Planning Committee in time for its May meeting. This
report might include recommendations for further
implementation processes to continue the work of
determining appropriate structural arrangements to
support program work.

2. In order to reduce administrative costs and free
regional units to do more program work, the Fiscal
Office should work with regions and departments to
determine what functions can be centralized and what
needs to remain in regions (examples include
centralizing personnel files and accounting). This
work should be a link to the organizational efforts to
make more effective and efficient use of technological
resources.

C) PROGRAM INTERPRETATION

The major focus of AFSC is, and should continue to be,
program work. We often heard members of the AFSC community
affirm the advocacy and education work that arises from program.
We also found that we often miss opportunities to use what we
learn from program work and fail to take advantage of occasions
for public relations efforts.

Recommended Goal:

Make interpretation, education, and advocacy strategies
integral components of all programs, coupled with strategies
for fundraising. Develop lively and comprehensive materials
that portray program vision and learning, making all efforts
to increase program visibility a top priority. [Note see
“Fundraising” section for complementary recommendations.]
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Implementation:

1. Require all programs to build interpretation, education,
advocacy and fundraising strategies into program
proposals, annual goals, and staff evaluations.

2. Use Information Services staff to coach and mentor
program staff in how to gather and shape needed story
material for effective public interpretation and
fundraising.

3. Develop electronic network communications between
national and regional offices and media!
education/advocacy outlets. [Note: See recommendations
regarding “Technology” and “Information Management.”]

VI. ADMINISTRATION

A) PERSONNEL

The Planning Committee found a need for better supervision
and more consistent management training throughout the
organization, including uniform standards for personnel
evaluation. There is also a strong desire to eliminate constant
reinvention of policies and processes that have been developed
and successfully implemented in other parts of the organization;
we need consistency and mutual learning in this area, among
others. As we develop more consistent personnel policies and a
management philosophy, members from throughout the organization
must be involved.

Recommended Goals:

1. Develop excellent and consistent management practice to
ensure that all AFSC employees have a satisfying and
productive work experience.

2. Develop a single organization-wide personnel policy and
consistent local practices with local variations as
required by law and/or contractual agreements.

3. Develop a common understanding of the distinct roles of
staff and committee members in personnel functions.

4. Commit organizational resources to providing
orientation, training, and development to staff at all
levels, appropriate to their positions.

5. Develop efficient and timely recruitment and hiring
processes in the national and regional offices.
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Implementation:

1. Establish an organization—wide Personnel forum,
including staff, which will:

* oversee the development, through broad consultation, of
a single personnel policy and its periodic revisions.

* assess the role and function of regional and national
office personnel committees, and determine whether
there is a need for these committees.

* assess recruitment and hiring practices and develop
improved procedures.

2. The Executive Secretary will convene staff (management
and other staff) to develop a management philosophy to
guide practice.

3. Commit a percentage of total personnel costs to training
and development. The Personnel Department will develop
a program for staff orientation and training as part of
a broader human resource development plan for the
organization.

4. The Executive Secretary is asked to provide clear
guidelines for communication and accountability
regarding personnel policies and practices: how polices
are developed, how they are disseminated, who has
responsibility for implementing them, how consistent
practice can be ensured, how feedback and review of
policies occurs, resources for resolving personnel
dilemmas and disputes, and the consequences for failure
at any of these points.

B) ORIENTATION AND TRAINING

This document includes several recommendations for
developing new or improved orientation and training: in relation
to staff, committees, and the Board.

Recommended Goal:

Develop, as part of a Human Resource Development Plan for
AFSC, a system for orientation and training of staff,
regular volunteers, short—term workers, committee people,
and members of the Board and Corporation. In each case,
responsibility for oversight of these programs must be
clearly assigned.

Implementation:

We recommend that the Board undertake responsibility for
monitoring the orientation and continued good functioning of
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committees, and that orientation and training of staff be
the responsibility of the Personnel Department. These two
processes will overlap and shared resources can be
developed.

C) TECHNOLOGY

There is strong interest in the AFSC making effective use of
communications technology. The Information Services Department
is exploring the availability and cost of various forms of
contemporary communications technology (e.g. video, video
conferencing), in an era of rapid change.

Recommended Goal:

The AFSC will make full, cost-effective use of appropriate
technology for program and administrative work.

Implementation:

1. Affirm and encourage Information Services initiatives;
request that the department share learnings frequently
and widely

2. Interest in these areas from anywhere in the AFSC
should be communicated to Information Services, asking
that department to track input and learning and make
any recommendations for further steps by January 1994.

3. Decisions in this area should be accompanied by a
articulation of short— and long-term cost
effectiveness, in part to promote shared learning.

D) INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Incompatible technology and lack of information are
frustrations in many parts of the AFSC. They impede fundraising,
program work, and administrative efficiency.

Recommended Goal:

Design and implement a system to meet needs for information
and information exchange throughout the AFSC in efficient,
cost effective ways which are fully compatible and support
interrelatedness.

Implementation:

The Office of the Executive Secretary is asked:

1. To encourage initiatives which have been undertaken in
the fiscal/accounting department;
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2. To compile a comprehensive list of organizational needs
for information and information exchange;

3. To coordinate addressing those needs, including at least
fully compatible technology (computer programs and
equipment); equipment purchasing arrangements, secure
electronic bulletin boards, and E-mail.

VII. FINANCIAL RESOURCES

A) FUNDRAISING

The AFSC is now in a financial crisis. Presently there is a
severe budget problem, with declining real—dollar revenue and a
consequent need to cut back on programs. The contributor list is
static, and the number of large contributors is decreasing.
Without solid improvements in fundraising activity, it is
realistic to expect a continuing decline in contributions.

Institutional fundraising is increasingly important in
meeting AFSC’s funding needs. Decreased government social
funding has resulted in increased competition for funds from
private foundations. Institutional fundraising is not a panacea
for the AFSC’s continuing financial difficulties.

The Planning Committee is conscious that changes in program
and administration must be developed with AFSC’s limited
resources in mind. We recognize that greater program focus will
help AFSC to develop fundraising goals and a more effective
strategic fundraising plan. Part of a new focus on fundraising
should include consistent involvement of the entire organization
in fundraising, including Board, staff , committee members,
volunteers and members of the Corporation.

Recommended Goals:

1. Provide adequate funds to support the work of the AFSC.

2. Engage the entire organization in fundraising.

Implementation:

1. Make fundraising an explicit responsibility of the
Board. Incoming Board members should understand that
in addition to fundraising oversight, they will be
expected to take part in fundraising activities in some
way, such as visiting major donors and finding new
donors, in cooperation with fundraising staff.

2. Make fundraising strategy part of program development
and interpretation.
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3. Engage committees, committee members, staff, volunteers
and Corporation members, in addition to Board members,
in fundraising. Provide orientation and training in
fundraising to all of the above members of the AFSC
family involved in fundraising.

4. Delegate to Fundraising and Information Services
departments further development of ideas for (a)
establishing an Institutional Advancement Committee
composed of Board, staff and outside resource people to
plan a comprehensive marketing strategy for AFSC
(including public relations, direct mail, advertising,
individual and institutional fundraising, and “alumni”
relations), and (b) establishing a research and
development capacity within the fundraising department
for long-range expansion and upgrading of the AFSC
donor base —— including major donor prospect research,
targeted mailing, telephone campaigns and study of
special donor constituencies -— and improved
institutional fundraising. A report will be prepared
for Board action by November 1993.

B) FISCAL MANAGEMENT

The Planning Committee has heard from many quarters that we
must establish procedures and practices that will permit and
encourage economies, reduction of administrative overhead cost,
and that will enable AFSC to eliminate redundancies in regions
and the national office. To the extent that fiscal and
accounting processes are centralized in the national office, it
will be necessary to insure that regional units are properly
served.

Recommended Goal:

Develop a unified and efficient fiscal and accounting system
within AFSC with variations, as required by law or
contractual agreements.

Implementation:

1. Regional accounting staff should be directed from
national office; joint regional/national staff
appointments.

2. There should be regular gatherings of fiscal staff
across the organization.

3. Establish a task force to review procedures for economy,
efficiency, effectiveness, and the uses of technologies.

4. There should be a multi-year composite budget;
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5. There should be increased Board responsibility for
fiscal management.

C) ALLOCATIONS SYSTEM

The Planning Committee has determined that there is an
urgent need to develop a new allocations plan.

[Note: The Planning Committee has not yet reached unity on a
recommendation regarding a new allocations system. We offer the
draft goals and implementation steps below for comment and expect
that, following feedback from the organization and further
reflection, the Planning Committee will make a firm
recommendation to the Board.]

Recommended Goals:

1. To provide a fair and rational mechanism for sharing general
funds in the AFSC in a manner which best promotes its
program work.

2. To provide adequate financial support for efficient and
effective administration of the organization.

3. To encourage interrelated program priorities and work by
allocating funds in a manner which forwards these goals.

Implementation Possibilities:

The total amount of available general/unrestricted funds will
be allocated according to the following system:

1. The Board, on recommendation of the Finance Committee, will
periodically determine what amount of estimated unrestricted
funds shall be (a) placed in the General Funds Pool to be
utilized for current operations and (b) set aside for
reserves, investment and other purposes.

2. An Allocations Committee will recommend to the Board the
amount of the General Funds Pool to be allocated (a) to
administrative costs and (b) program work. The Allocations
Committee will develop rational criteria for the
distribution of funds among the program units.

a. The recommendation for administrative costs will be
developed in consultation with the national executive
secretary and will include fundraising costs, the
administrative cost of the national office departments
and divisions, and regional administration. This
allocation will provide for adequate services at the
lowest cost.
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b. The recommendation for allocation to program work will
specify: (i) the amount to be made available to the
Program Priorities Committee, which will make
recommendations to the Board for promoting program
priorities/interrelatedness and (ii) the amount to be
made available to the program units of the
organization, including regions and program divisions.

3. The Program Priorities Committee will make recommendations
to the Board regarding the funding of specific programs

using the funds allocated to it; program units will make
decisions regarding funding of programs using their
allocations.

4. The Allocations Committee will review the allocation system
on a regular basis.

VIII. INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING

Assumptions #4 and #6 at the beginning of these
recommendations state the Planning Committee’s general
recommendation that institutional planning and organizational

learning systems should be ongoing and our efforts in these areas

need to be strengthened. This section in our final
recommendations to the Board will contain more specific
reflections and suggestions on these areas, based upon our

assessment of what we have learned from the planning process.

These specifics are not included here because we felt that this

assessment was best left to the final part of the process.

We have already received some comments in this area as part

of the feedback on the Progress Report. Additional comments on

this particular planning process are also welcome.

IX. TRANSITIONAL PERIOD

The Planning Committee recognizes that adopting and
implementing some of the above recommendations will require major

changes in the organization. In these instances, we recommend

that the specifics of any implementation plans explicitly address

the following:

1. A timeline for implementation which provides for
the orderly restructuring, devolvement or laying
down, of any programs or units. Specific
implementation plans will need to be coordinated.

2. The provision of reasonable assistance and support
to staff whose jobs are changed or eliminated
based on reorganization. This may include
retraining of current staff to fill new positions.
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OUTLINE OF AFSC PLANNING PROCESS JUNE 1991 - JUNE 1993

June ‘91 Board of Directors establishes planning process,
outlines the Mandate of the Planning Committee

Summer ‘91 Broad solicitation of suggestions of people to
serve on the Planning Committee; approved by Board
Naming Committee, composed of 21 members with
experience from broad range of AFSC’s
constituencies

Fall and Planning Committee designs process with help of
Winter ‘91 consultant; updates wider AFSC family through informal

reports

Spring and Planning Committee works on preparing situational
Summer ‘92 assessment and identifying choices; this includes

seeking broad input on current state of AFSC through
correspondence, questionnaires, field visits,
attendance at yearly meetings

Fall ‘92 Planning Committee prepares Progress Report on
situational assessment which is broadly circulated to
AFSC family, requesting feedback

Winter ‘92 Extensive feedback received and considered
by Planning Committee in preparing its
preliminary recommendations

January ‘93 Draft mission statement circulated to AFSC family

February ‘93 Preliminary recommendations sent to
AFSC family, requesting feedback

Future Phases:

February - Many .AFSC groups, units, committees, and individuals
April ‘93 meet to consider and prepare feedback on

preliminary recommendations

March ‘93 Called meetin of the Corporation to
consider preliminary recommendations

May ‘93 Planning Committee meets to consider feedback and
prepare final recommendations to Board

June ‘93 Recommendations of Planning Committee
submitted to Board;
Planning Committee laid down

June ‘93 — Board acts on recommendations; organization
? embarks on implementation of Board action
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Draft: 9/11,.,.,.,.,.,.

INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
OF THE RELEGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

Continuing Committee
Vickie Aldrich, Clerk

1517 E. Boutz Rd, Las Cruces, NM 88001
H: 505-522-3462, W: 505-527-7631

Continuing Committee Representative September 22, 1993

Dear Friend,

The following matters have been referred to the monthly meetings by IMYM 1993 or
by the Executive Committee.

1. Friends Bulletin Incorporation:
Background: The Friends Bulletin is moving towards sp.rte incorporation (it

currently is part of Pacific Yearly Meetings incorporated structure). Since the
Bulletin is the official publication for Pacific, North Pacific and Intermountain
Yearly Meetings, the current Friends Bulletin Committee is seeking IMYMs
approval for this change and also IMYM’s representation on the new 7-member
board of directors. The Friendss Bulletin Committee recommends the fol1oving
composition for the board of directors: 3 from PYM, 2 from NPYM, and 2 from
IMYM. The present composition is: 6-1-0.

Questions:
a) Do Friends approve separate incorporation for the Friends Bulletin?

b) Do Friends recommend the appointment of two IMYM members to the Friends
Bulletin Committee/Board of Directors?

2. Friends Center in Moscow:
Background: The East-West Relations Committee of PYM has proposed the

establishment of a Friends Center in Moscow. The Center would have the
following two missions: 1) to provide Russian grass-roots organizations with
support and assistance from Westerners with expertise in the development of
democratic institutions, social movements, social and health services, advocacy
organizations, and conflict resolution. 2) to provide Russians with an opportunity
to learn about Quaker spiritual thought and practice.

Questions:
a) Are Friends supportive of the establishment of a Friends Center in Moscow?
b) If yes, in which ways should IMYM be involved?

3. Long Range Planning:
Background: The IMYM Minute 92-4 freed the Long Range Planning Committee

from the responsibility of matters of near-term site selection and charged it with
thinking creatively about the future including the possibility of developing our own
site. The next step in this process is to solicit ideas, dreams or visions from
constituent Monthly Meetings. We want to know what Friends need and or



want(summer camp, retirement center, life long learning center, etc.). Think in
terms of the near future (within the next 7-10 years) as well as 20 years and beyond.
Specific ideas are as welcome as grand dreams. Be creative and visionary.

The query: If you were to dream up a permanent home for IMYM what would
you envision and where?

4. Ministry & Council for IMYM:
Background: The proposal for a Ministry and Council Committee was considered

in the 1992 continuingomnittee Questioq. gj,4scussed at,a concern
group at the IMYM 1993. ihdtrng

Oueslions:

?\
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Vickie Aldrich
Clerk of Cont. Comm. IMYM
1517 E. Boutz Rd.
Las Cruces, NM 88001
(505)-522-3462

Continuing Committee Members

Dear Friends,

I’m rather excited to send out the page of questions which accompany this
letter. We do not have a long list of questions this year, but ones which will
require some discussion and consideration. I have tried to supply some
background information for you, if you need more information, first consult
the minutes from the 1993 gathering of IMYM. If that isn’t enough feel free
to contact me and I hope I will be able to supply you with what you need.

I encourage you to involve all the attenders and members of your meeting
or worship group. These issues concern all Friends in IMYM. Meetings
approach the task of answering these in many different ways. One way is to
consider one or two questions at the end of Meeting for Worship. Another
would be to season them a bit by presenting them at the end of Meeting for
Worship and then to answer them at Meeting for Business. I hope that you
will recieve these early enough to give them the thoughtful consideration
they need. A written response to the questionnaire is due by mid-December
1993. I will joyfully recieve them before that date and will endeavor to have
copies of each response available for all members at the Continuing
Committee meeting.

I am learning many new things as Continuing Committee Clerk, one of
which is the use of this computer. I am still working on mastering the
wonderful database program which Randy Herick-Stare set up for evaluating
the evaluations done at IMYM. I will get that information out to you as soon
as I can.

Continuing Committe will be held in Las Cruces this February 19 and 20th.
Las Cruces Friends are looking forward to hosting this Meeting. If you are
unfamiliar with Las Cruces it is located 35 miles from El Paso and Mexico.
The average temperature in February is between 60-70°F. At IMYM many
Friends expressed concern and interest about the border. If you plan to fly
into El Paso you may want to plan enough time to walk across the border to
visit Juarez before coming on to Las Cruces.

In order to help you start planning I did a bit of research and found the
following fares (which of course are subject to change):

From Denver or Colorado Springs you can fly to Las Cruces via Mesa Airlines
for around $250 round trip (3 days notice).



From Phoenix you can fly to El Paso via Southwest for $88 round trip (21 days

advance) or check for the 2 for 1.
From Salt Lake to El Paso American Airlines is $236 (via Dallas!) or Delta for

$335(14 days advance).

From Tucson to Las Cruces is 260 miles by 1-10. There is also Amtrack and

America West who never answered the phone.There is a Shuttle Service from El Paso Airport to Las Cruces.I’ll send out more information in January when I send out registration

materials for Continuing Committee. I hope this will give you enough info

to start planning. I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Vickie Aldrich

I



SUMMARY OF EVALUATION FORMS FOR
IMYM 1993

CATEGORIES Number “voting” for each “score”
EVALUATED:

1 234 5
BUSINESS MEETING

Length too little Oj s1[1} 1 6[ 2 too much

Structure
too little too much

THRESHING SESSION

Good idea? poor Oi1i][J(6iIiO[6 good

Time Spent too llttle 2rö11 8ff47j) too much

CONCERN GROUPS

Good idea? poor 0 1 71115 good

Time Spent too little 2[1O1j(64)j7].2. too much

WORSHIP SHARING

2nd Worship poor jij 2j lip good

sharing

___________
___________

Time Spent too little 3j 1 6]] 2: too much

Location poor r orr ,oroi
SENIOR YOUNG FRIENDS

Structure too loose 41 too tight

Connectednes not . T[ 61 1 too much

to IMYM enuf

Facilities poor [öJ i 121 1o good



CREATURE COMFORTS

Lodging
poor I good

Bedding poor 1 1r 18}c4[24 good C

quity
poor E slI 1 8W 1 9{] 2311 ) good

Food, poor 111 i221 2]t11) 900d

service

JUNIOR YOUNG FRIENDS

Structure too loose H too tight

Connectedness not 4ThFT2TiFbi too much

to IMYM enuf

Facilities poor b1fF4f j: good

(
JUNIOR YEARLY MEETING

Structure tooloose
-

[13f iEöI tootight

Connectednes not 44 71 91 21 too much

to IMYM enuf

Facilities poor i 01 21 71 I 7J good

Did it meet poorly [ O I 1 sj 7j very well

children’s
needs?

Did it meet poorly lof 6 .
very well

adult’s
needs?

(
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Junior Young Friends: are you a JYF? Yes_, No____

Structure too loose 1 2 3 4 5 too tight

Connectedness to rest of IMYM not enuf 1 2 3 4 5 too much

Facilities poor 1 2 3 4 5 good

Suggestions:

Junior Yearly Meeting: are you a member of JYM? Yes_, No____

Structure too loose 1 2 3 4 5 too tight

Connectedness to rest of IMYM not enuf 1 2 4 5 too much

Facilities poor 1 2 3 4 5 good

Did it meet children’s needs9 poorly 1 2 3 4 5 very well

Did it meet adult’s needs9 poorly 1 2 3 4 5 very well

Suggestions:

Creature Comforts

Lodging poor 1 ,3 4 5 good

Bedding poor 1 2,4 5 good

Food, quality poor 1 2,34 5 good

F (- Food service poor 1 2,(4 5 good

uggestions: ///

____J

-
J

7 /i I

k6LtL.
Registration materials, suggestions: % Li/ -‘A —h t’itiJ%z-z

7-

cC c j
I I yl - / - -/ U

/
General suggestions, gripes, praye!, elderingsmpliments and rT(uslngs: i--i-

Ji ‘ -

/l

-. - /2 / /, —ii a A- Qa /



Junior Young Friends: are you a JYF? Yes_, No

Structure too loose 1 2 3 4 5 too tight

Connectedness to rest of IMYM not enuf 1 2 3 4 5 too much

Facilities poor 1 2 3 4 5 good

Suggestions:

Junior Yearly Meeting: are you a member of JYM? Yes_, N6-’7

Structure too loose 1 2 3 4 5 too tight

ConnectednesstorestoflMYM notenuf 1 2 3 4 5 too much

Facilities poor 1 2 3 4 5 good

Did it meet children’s needs? poorly 1 2 3 4 5 very well

Did it meet adult’s needs poorly 1 2 3 4 5 very well

Suggestions:

Creature Comforts

Lodging poor 1,G 4 5 good

Bedding poor 1 2&4 5 good

Food, quality poor 1 2 34)5 good

Food, service poor 1 2 35 good

Suggestions:

zi/ -ri Da
d

Registration materials, suggestions: 3’ - -{ fe /vt O

General suggestions, gripes, prayers, elderings, compliments and musings: -z,

4 —

d .

&

g I



Evaluate Cheerfully, 1994

Responses to this questionnaire will be tabulated and provided to Continuing

Committee in February 1995. Please return to boxes or to Vickie Aldrich, 1517 E.

Boutz Rd., Las Cruces, NM 88001.

Business Meeting

Time spent in meeting too little 1 5 too much

Structure of meeting too little 1 224 5 too much

Comments:

Interest and Concern Groups

Good idea’? poor idea 1 2 3 jood idea

Time spent in concern/interest groups too little 1 3 4 5 too much

Issues which should be addressed: Cri:v.

Worship Sharing

Second worship sharing opportunity poor idea 13 4 5 good idea

Time spent in worship sharing too little 1 j)4 5 too much

Worship group number: - poor spot 1 “4 5 good spot

Corn ments:

Senior Young Friends: are you a SYF? Yes_, No____

Structure too loose 1 2 3 4 5 too tight

Connectedness to rest of IMYM not enuf 1 2 3 4 5 too much

Facilities poor 1 2 3 4 5 good

Suggestions:



Evaluate Cheerfully, 1994

Responses to this questionnaire will be tabulated and provided to Continuing

Committee in February 1995. Please return to boxes or to Vickie Aldrich, 1517 E.

Boutz Rd., Las Cruces, NM 88001.

Business Meeting

Time spent in meeting too little 1 2 3 4 j) too much

Structure of meeting too little 1 2 3 4 5 too much

Comments: -%_/
t J

-_________

. / , /_-
L_ ‘L 7L .

.

Interest and Concern Groups

Good)dea9 poor idea 12 3 45) good idea
C 4— 7z - ji — /

_ fl - ‘ ( Tt

Time spent in conOernhinterest groups1 too little 1 2 .34 5 too much

Issues which should be addressed:

______________________________________

Worship Sharing
y’L-_ (i--1

Second worship sharing opportunity poor idea 1 2 3 4 5 good idea
-LZz_( JL—_J

Time spent in worship sharing too little 1 24 5 ‘foo much

Worship group number: -‘ poor spot 1 2 3 4’ good spot

Comments:

Senior Young Friends: are you a SYF? Yes_, No____

Structure too loose 1 2 3 4 5 too tight

Connectedness to rest of IMYM not enuf 1 2 3 4 5 too much

Facilities poor 1 2 3 4 5 good

Suggestions:



Junior Young Friends: are you a JYF? Yes__, No \

Structure too loose 1 2 3 4 5 too tight

Connectedness to rest of IMYM not enuf 1 2 3 4 5 too much

Facilities poor 1 2 3 4 5 good

Suggestions:

Junior Yearly Meeting: are you a member of JYM? Yes__, No •“

Structure too loose 1 2 3 4 5 too tight

Connectédness to rest of IMYM not enuf 1 2 3 4 5 too much

Facilities poor 1 2 3 4 5 good

Did it meet children’s needs’? poorly 1 2 3 4 5 very well

Did it meet adult’s needs9 poorly 1 2 3 4 5 very well

Suggestions:

Creature Comforts /
._

Lodging poor 1 24(5.;good

Bedding poor 1 a’3/4 5 good

Food, quality poor 1 234 5 good

Food, service poor 1 23 4 5 good

Suggestions:

Registration materials, suggestions:

General suggestions, gripes, prayers, elderings, compliments and musings:



Evaluate Cheerfully, 1994

Responses to this questionnaire will be tabulated and provided to Continuing

Committee in February 1995. Please return to boxes or to Vickie Aldrich, 1517 E.

Boutz Rd., Las Cruces, NM 88001.

Business Meeting

Time spent in meeting too little 1 2”34 5 too much

Structure of meeting too little 1 4 5 too much

Comments: 4-’ ‘c cS
VV

1 (

Interest and Concern Groups

Good idea’? poor idea 1 2
3/4)5

good idea

Time spent in concern/interest groups too little 1 2)1. 5 too much

Issues which should be addressed:

____________________________________

Worship Sharing

Second worship sharing opportunity poor idea 1 2 3 4C good idea

Time spent in worship sharing too little 1 5 too much

Worship group number: poor spot 1 2 3 5 good spot

Comments:

Senior Young Friends: are you a SYF? Yes, No L

Structure too loose 1 2 3 4 5 too tight

Connectedness to rest of IMYM not enuf 1 2 3 4 5 too much

Facilities . poor 1 2 3 4 5 good

Suggestions: C



Junior Young Friends: are you a JYF? Yes__, No _—

Structure too loose 1 2 3 4 5 too tight

Connectedness to rest of IMYM not enuf 1 2 3 4 5 too much

Facilities poor 1 2 3 4 5 good

Suggestions:

Junior Yearly Meeting: are you a member of JYM? Yes_, No____

Structure too loose 1 2 3 4 5 too tight

Connectedness to rest of IMYM not enuf 1 2 3 4 5 too much

Facilities poor 1 2 3 4 5 good

Did it meet children’s needs poorly 1 2 3(4 5 very well

Did it meet adult’s needs9 poorly 1 2 3 C4; 5 very well
JL (• (. -.1

Suggestions: - Cc t;1L ‘Ym/Ci

—

kL )

Creature Comforts

Lodging poor 1 2 3(5 good

Bedding poor 1 24 5 good

Food, quality poor 1 2 3 (,!5 good

Food, service poor 1 234 5 good

Suggestions:

Registration materials, suggestions:

General suggestions, gripes, prayers, elderings, compliments and musings:



Evaluate Cheerfully, 1994

Responses to this questionnaire will be tabulated and provided to Continuing

Committee in February 1995. Please return to boxes or to Vickie Aldrich, 1517 E.

Boutz Rd., Las Cruces, NM 88001.

Business Meeting
4”

Time spent in meeting too little 1 2,)4 5 too much

Structure of meeting too little 1 5 too much

Comments: cLS,/

+c &. iL._ c’L. Cc’LvLC\ Cc-

k C L

Interest and Concern Groups /

Good idea? poor idea 1 2 3 4good idea

Time spent in concern/interest groups too little 1 23 )4 5 too much

Issues which should be addressed: ô— c’cz-i c’c \‘ v-ncc,

Worship Sharing

Seond worship sharing opportunity poor idea 1 2 3 4 5 goodkiea”:;

Time spent in worship sharing too little 1 23,’4 5 too much

Worship group number: poor spot 1 2 3 4 5gàd spot;

Comments:___________________________________

Senior Young Friends: are you a SYF? Yes_, No__-“

Structure too loose 1 2 3 4 5 too tight

Connectedness to rest of IMYM not enuf 1 2 3 4 5 too much

Facilities poor 1 2 3 4 5 good

Suggestions:
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
OF THE RELEGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

Continuing Committee
Vickle Aldrich, Clerk

1517 E. Boutz Rd, Las Cruces, NM 88001
H: 505-522-3462, W: 505-527-7631

Continuing Committee Representative October 1, 1 993

Dear Friend,

The following matters have been referred to the monthly meetings by IMYM 1993 or by
the Executive Committee.

1. Friends Bulletin Incorporation:
Background: The Friends Bulletin is moving towards separate incorporation (it

currently is part of Pacific Yearly Meetings incorporated structure). Since the Bulletin
is the official publication for Pacific, North Pacific and Intermountain Yearly Meetings,
the current Friends Bulletin Comrnitiee is seeking IMYM’s approval for this change and
also IMYM’s representation on the new 7-member board of directors. At this time the
committee/board has not determined the number of meetings or the locations for those
meetings. They are open to holding some meetings in IMYM states or sharing the
travel expenses of board members. The Friends Bulletin Committee recommends the
following composition for the board of directors: 3 from PYM, 2 from NPYM, and 2 from
IMYM. The present composition is: 6-1-0.

Questions:
a) Do Friends support separate incorporation for the Friends Bulletin?
b) Do Friends recommend the appointment of two IMYM members to the Friends

Bulletin Committee/Board of Directors? Note: IMYM will be responsible for
transportation costs to Board Meetings.

2. Friends Center in Moscow:
Background: Each Monthly Meeting should receive materials regarding the Friends

Center in Moscow. The Center would have the following two missions: 1) to provide
Russian grass-roots organizations with support and assistance from Westerners with
expertise in the development of democratic institutions, social movements, social and
health services, advocacy organizations, and conflict resolution. 2) to provide
Russians with an opportunity to learn about Quaker spiritual thought and practice.

Question:
IMYM suggests that Friends consider the materials they received and report to
Continuing Committee regarding their reactions as to the possible extent of their
involvement or the involvement of the yearly meeting in such a center.

3. Long Range Planning:
Background: The IMYM Minute 92-4 freed the Long Range Planning Committee

from the responsibility of matters of near-term site selection and charged it with
thinking creatively about the future including the possibility of developing our own site.
The next step in this process is to solicit ideas, dreams or visions from constituent
Monthly Meetings. The committee wants to know what Friends need and or
want(summer camp, retirement center, life long learning center, etc.). Think in terms of
the near future (within the next 7-10 years) as well as 20 years and beyond. Specific
ideas are as welcome as grand dreams. Be creative and visionary.

The query: If you were to dream up a permanent home for IMYM what would you
envision and where?



Vickie Aldrich
Clerk of Cont. Comm. IMYM
1517 E. Boutz Rd.
Las Cruces, NM 88001
(505)-522-3462

Continuing Committee Members

Dear Friends,

I’m rather excited to send out the page of questions which accompany this letter.We do not have a long list of questions this year, but ones which will require somediscussion and consideration. I have tried to supply some background information foryou, if you need more information, first consult the minutes from the 1993 gathering ofIMYM. If that isn’t enough feel free to contact me and I hope I will be able to supply youwith what you need.
I encourage you to involve all the attenders and members of your meeting orworship group. These issues concern all Friends in IMYM. Meetings approach thetask of answering these in many different ways. One way is to consider one or twoquestions at the end of Meeting for Worsiip. Another would be to season them a bit bypresenting them at the end of Meeting for Worship and then to answer them at Meetingfor Business. I hope that you will receive these early enough to give them thethoughtful consideration they need. A written response to the questionnaire is due bymid-December 1993. I will joyfully receive them before that date and will endeavor tohave copies of each response available for all members at the Continuing Committeemeeting.
Please be reminded that all budget requests by all IMYM committees for the 1995budget are to be received by the treasurer no later than 11/1/93.
Continuing Committee will be held in Las Cruces this February 19 and 20th. LasCruces Friends are looking forward to hosting this Meeting. If you are unfamiliar withLas Cruces it is located 35 miles from El Paso and Mexico. The average temperaturein February is between 60-70°F. At IMYM many Friends expressed concern andinterest about the border. If you plan to fly into El Paso you may want to plan enoughtime to walk across the border to visit Juarez before coming on to Las Cruces. In orderto help you start planning I did a bit of research and found the following fares (which ofcourse are subject to change):

From Denver or Colorado Springs you can fly to Las Cruces via Mesa Airlines foraround $250 round trip (3 days notice).

From Phoenix you can fly to El Paso via Southwest for $88 round trip (21 daysadvance) or check for the 2 for 1.

From Salt Lake to El Paso American Airlines is $236 (via Dallasl) or Delta for
$335(14 days advance).

From Tucson to Las Cruces is 260 miles by 1-10. There is also Amtrack and AmericaWest who never answered the phone.

There is a Shuttle Service from El Paso Airport to Las Cruces. The shuttle leavesabout every 1 1/2 hours between 5:30 a.m. and 11:30 p.m. every day. The cost variesfrom $12 one way (4 or more together) to $21 one way (individual). Round trip is $35.



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
CONTINUING COMMITTEE

RANDALL S HERRICK-STARE, CLERK
501 E FIRST AVE., DENVER, CO 80203

H: 303-777-2105 W: 303-694-9300
January 11, 1993

Continuing Committee Representative

Re: IMYM Continuing Committee Meeting
February 13 and 14, 1993

Dear Friend,

I look forward to our gathering. This is a time of much change in
our country and in our yearly meeting. It is exciting to be a part of it.

Please find enclosed a registration form for the Continuing Committee
gathering. Please do not delay in returning this. We need the
information to arrange for such mundane things as transportation and
hospitality.

You will note that we have decided to start Continuing Committee at
10:00 am on Saturday, February 13, 1993 at Mountain View Friends
Meeting House. This is early than we have started n the past. It is an
experiment. We appreciate the fact that this may ñiake travel for some of
you difficult. If you would like hospitality for Friday night, please let us
know. We are starting early because of the shared experience that we
can’t rush Quaker process and the perception that we have much work to
do. We will meet into Saturday evening, with periodic pauses for prandial
pursuits. We will reconvene on Sunday at 1:00 pm and adjourn late
Sunday afternoon.

An Executive Committee meeting has been called by Martin Cobin for
Friday, February 12, 1993 at 7:00 pm at Mountain View Friends Meeting
House.

You will also find enclosed a summary of the evaluations turned in
after IMYM 1992. The summary is a paraphrase of the evaluation forms
and has been organized by subject matter. It is very close to complete.
Please share it with your meetings.

WLth-- warmest personal regards,

Ranly Herric,k-Stare



1 Gilbert F. White
624 Pearl Street #302

Boulder, CO 80302-5071
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
CONTINUING COMMITTEE
Second Month 13 and 14, 1993.

The attendance at individual sessions varied somewhat, but the following lists the participants in the two days
of meetings.

Officers and Executive Committee: Randy Herrick-Stare, Mountain View, Continuing Committee Convenor;
Martin Cobin, Boulder, Intermountain Yearly Meeting Presiding Clerk; Carol Clark, Mountain View, Recording
Clerk; Jim Hoffman, Mountain View, Treasurer; Barbara Stephis, Boulder, Registrar; Leslie Stephens, Boulder,
Operations; Gilbert White, Boulder, Finance Committee Convenor; Jerry Krenz, Boulder, Interest and Concern
Group Coordinator; Jonathan Taylor, Fort Collins, Worship-Sharing Coordinator; Robin Powelson, Boulder,
Assistant Registrar; Bruce Neal and Barbara Neal, Boulder, BoOksellers; Penny Thron-Weber, Mountain View,
Colorado Regional Nominating Committee Convenor, Marian Hoge, Albuquerque, New Mexico Quarterly
Nominating Committee Convenor; Art Warner, Mountain View, Junior Young Friends Coordinator; Connie
Gould, Albuquerque, Senior Young Ftids Coordinator; Cynthia Taylor, sojourning in Salt Lake City, AFSC
rM’M Joint Service Project Oversight Committee; Tom Moei, Boulder, Comrriittee on Aging; David Clark,
Boulder, Junior Yearly Meeting Coordinator.

Representing their monthly meetings: Ross Worley, Durango, Nancy Stockdale, Gila, Suzanne Taylor, Fort
Collins, Tom Schroeder, Logan, Helen Taylor Crisp, Mountain View, Tom Kowal, Mountain View, Marbie
Brault, Pima, Betty Cannon, Boulder, Joan Keck, Phoenix, Becky Schroeder, Tempe, Josephine Olson,
Albuquerque, David Pennington, Las Cruces, Susan Lockwood, Flagstaff, Jan Miller, Salt Lake City.

Identifying themselves as Young Friends: Melanie Brooks, Mountain View and Sabrina Godfrey, Salt Lake
City, Co-Clerks for Senior Young Friends; Jessica Miller, Salt Lake City; Jeannette Zion, Albuquerque; Elisa Gill,
Pima; Christopher Kaufmann, Moab; Mart Kowal, Mountain View; Jeremy Kowal, Mountain View; Andy
Gottlieb, Mountain View; Tad Gottlieb, Mountain View; Jon Schroeder, Tempe; Peter Herrick-Stare, Mountain
View; Sierra Stockdale, Gila; and Rebecca McLeod, Salt Lake City.

Jim Ray of Mountain View observed as reporter for Friends Bulletin. Nancy Taylor, Mountain View,
represented the Friendly Woman magazine.

Session I, Morning of 2113

Meeting began shortly after 10 a.m. as those present settled into silent worship. From the silence Continuing
Committee Convenor Randy Herrick-Stare welcomed all those present and briefly outlined the agenda
prepared and posted. Minutes of the last meetings of the Continuing Committee, in sixth month 1992, were
reviewed and corrected by adding Betty Cannon of Boulder to the list of those attending.

Clerk noted that documents available for Friends to pick up and read included summaries of meeting responses
to the fall questionnaire, reports of a few IMYM committees, a statement from the AFSC on its planned
reorganization.

1. Doll Project Enthusiasm is flagging, Marbie Brault suggests that we use up the materials on hand
and la’i the project down after this year so that Durango Friends no longer need to store it. Continuing
Committee approved this suggestion. Marbie agreed to be sure that the materials are set up at yearly
meeting.

2. Fort Lewis College In response to a question about IMYMs present relationship with Fort Lewis
College, Registrar Barbara Stephens and others reported that no problems are known at this time. All
seems to be going well.



Work project on the Fort Lewis campus. Last years project did not work out because the college could
riot coordinate it. IMYM should extend the offer again. Barbara Stephens agreed to work with Karen
Leone of Fort Lewis to arrange a project suitablefor the college and for IMYM. She will advise people in
registration materials of the nature of any project established. It was agreed that it is most appropriate to
start small; the committee rioted that physical exercise would be a good attribute for a service project..

/
/

3. For the Speaker Selection Committee, N5àrtin Cobin reported that Eric Johnson of Philadelphia, author of
the book Quaker Meeting: A Risky Buiness, will be the keynote speaker and that the theme for Yearly
Meeting 1993 is Walk Cheerfully. Titl of Eric Johnson’s speech will be How can Friends and should
Friends walk cheerfully over the eartl4. He plans a 45 minute talk to be followed by about 30 minutes of
sharing. Eric Johnson is a life-long Qker, graduated from Germantown Friends School and has been
the head of Friends Central School in Philadelphia. He lists his greatest pleasures, in ascending order of
importance, as traveling, reading, jogging, collecting and telling humorous stories, going to Meeting for
Worship, arguing and being married. During yearly meeting he will also lead an interest group entitled,
Can a Fritd be an atheist?”

4. Jerry Krenz, Concern Group and Interest Group Coordinator, listed topics suggested so far for this year
for Concern and Interest Groups.

5. Jonathan Taylor, Worship Sharing Coordinator, reported that more worship sharing leaders are needed.

Scheduling a second time for worship sharing that might be inter-generational just before dinner creates
the need for twice as many leaders or more leading from each leader. Scheduling makes it a matter of
longer periods or more periods for worship sharing. One goal is to provide another time for worship
sharing, giving the opportunity for people to select when, and how many groups they attend.

6. Martin Cobin distributed copies of the AFSC proposal for restructuring and pointed Out that the planning
committee is in the process of confronting basic questions, reflecting real sensitivity to iticism and
commitment. They ask us to review materials handed out and consider them carefully, responding by
April 26. Committees or individuals might respond if there is not time for a meeting to respond.

Continuing Committee urges individuals and meetings to carefully consider the report from the AFSC
planning committee and respond to it. The Committee hopes that meetings will share their responses
with the IMYM AFSC Liaison Committee. Clerk of Continuing Committee will correspond with the
AFSC to say that the yearly meeting will give input in June.

7. Recording Clerk will provide to each clerk within the yearly meeting a list of addresses for each clerk,
Continuing Committee member, worship group and uweting within IMYM.

8. AFSC!IMYM Joint Service Project Oversight Committee report was given by Cynthia Taylor. The
manner in which A.FSC assigns regions gives the JSPOC money from three regions. llvfl’M meetings
haven’t given anything yet in 1993. A.FSC fiscal year begins in October. joint service plea went out in
December contribution goes to IMYM treasurer. All need to check on status of your meetings
contribution. One project will be a California agricultural experience learning about farm workers. In
June there will be a joint land use area 10 day trip, to Navajo and Hopi communities to learn about joint
land use and how different communities resolve conflict, inter cultural dispute in middle east. Next
month there will be a border region program originating in Tucson.

9. FCNL It is the jubilee year for this group, and an interest group is expected at IMYM; Cathy Werman
plans to attend. FCNL says IMYM has sent too many representatives; we’ve been sending 8, not 6. Each
state appoint one, IMYM appoint two.

Continuing Committee proposes to IMYM that it appoint its six allowable delegates to FCNL by
region to promote ease of reporting to meetings within each region but basing representation upon
census. It appears that this approach would result in one representative each for Arizona and Utah



with alternates, New Mexico and Colorado two each. Continuing Committee does not want to act
before yearly census is completed and relative populations verified.

10. The Continuing Committee acknowledged the FWCC request for time at a plenary session, in addition to
the planned plenary session for reports and directed Continuing Comn,ittee Clerk and Presiding Clerk to
include FWCC in the IMYM 93 Business Meeting agenda.

Session II, Afternoon of 2.113

Reconvening alter a break for lunch, meeting opened as friends settled into silence at about 1:20 p.m. Convenor Randy
Herrick-Stare asked everyone to introduce her/himself and to briefly state his/her deepest concern.

11. Business began with blocking Out the schedule for the June 93 gathering of IMYM so that Senior Young Friends
could begin planning their schedule without inadvertently creating scheduling conflicts. Friends worked from a
rough schedule worked out by Randy Herrick-Stare and Melanie Brooks for the Executive Committee.

Senior Young Friends offered to facilitate a second group of worship sharing sessions from 4.:45 to 5:45 each
afternoon. They will provide leaders, and the groups will be intergenerational. Registration information wil
offer the opportunity for one or two worship sharing sessions per person. Morning worship sharing groups
will meet for 1.25 hours.

Thursday, 6/10, business meeting will begin with reports from Quaker organizations and lead into other
agenda items.

Junior Young Friends have planned a program that includes a walk into town and a overnight trip to a site near
Pagosa Springs on Friday afternoon, returning Saturday after lunch

It was agreed that planning skits for Saturday night should not drive the program for anyone. Folk dancing is
planned for Thursday evening and a campfire for Friday evening.

March 14, 1993, is the deadline for any information to be in Barbara Stephens’ hands for inclusion in the
registration packet.

12. Gilbert White. presented the report of the Finance Committee, recommending a gift of $2900 for FWCC Triennial
organizing expenses; that the registration fee be doubled, and that next year IMYM increase assessments on
constituent meetings.

Several years ago, IMYM agreed to operate at a deficit because Friends wanted to reduce the reserve fund to a
more appropriate level. It now stands at $6,000, including some allocated funds.

Finance Committee recommends a prudent reserve for unpredictable needs and assessments sufficient to meet
expenses other than conducting the yearly meeting. Expenses for yearly meeting at FLC in 1992 exceeded incom
by almost $4200. Last year IMYM had $6,000 in checking; reduction of reserves was $7,500 in the last 12 months.
The Finance Committee recommends that reserves equal 1/3 of the annual budget.

Finances are not to be a barrier for someone wishing to attend or serve the yearly meeting. When needed,
scholarship help should be sought from monthly meetings, and meetings should release individuals and
support them if it is needed. Representatives of the yearly meeting (nominating committee) should assist
persons serving the yearly meeting to find the required support.

To cover the impending deficit in the yearly meeting’s operating funds, Continuing Committee agreed to
increase the registration fee for IMYM 93by $10 per adult, to $20, to maintain it at $5 for children, and set it at

$10 for young Friends, with young friends defined by their choice of housing. Those who are able to give
more will be asked to contribute.

3



In view of the need to balance the budget, Continuing Committee asks yearly meeting to approve an increase
in assessments. In preparation for the 1993 gathering, meetings will be provided comparative expense and
income information for ‘90 through ‘92, to be distributed with the minutes of this meeting.

Because the yearly meeting has completed its long-term goal of depleting its reserves, Friends are encouxagec
to make in-kind contributions whenever that is possible, to help subsidize future yearly gatherings

FWCC Triennial organizing committee has asked for a contribution $2,900; Continuing Committee approves
this contribution and, if appropriate the use of funds accumulated for FWCC travel as part of IMYM’s
donation.

Continuing Committee recommends that IMYM give $500 to Friends Bulletin and undertake an investigation
to find how we can make Friends Bulletin serve us better. There is significant diversity among meetings’
support of Friends Bulletin.

Religious Education committee requests $200 to support a newsletter that communicates throughout the yearl
meeting Continuing Committee agrees that it is appropriate to wait for yearly meeting to approve any
funding.

To facilitate the transition of arranging for yearly meetings from region to region, Continuing Comnndttee
approves the IMYM purchase database software so that work does not have to be duplicated.

13. Nominating Penny Thron-Weber reported that the Nominating Committee for Colorado Regional Meeting
has been doing fill-in work. The biggest problem has been to find people to help the Junior Young Friends. Art
Warner, David Hilligoths and Nina McDonald have offered to help. Their s.ervices were welcomed by the
Continuing Committee.

Convenors of the Committee to Review the Guide resigned in fail of 92; additionally, the Colorado Regional
Nominating Committee did not realize it was to search for positions to be filled and was unaware that it should
find someone to lead the religious education committee.

Marian Hoge reported for the Nominating committee from New Mexico Quarterly Meeting and offered the
following slate of officers for IMYM ‘94 and ‘95:

Cleric Bill and Genie Durland
Recording Clerk: Rosemary Blanchard
Registrar: Ross Worley and John O’Brien
Operations: Jim and Nadean Mills
Continuing Committee Clerk and Treasurer are unfilled

Continuing Committee recommends that yearly meeting accept this slate of officers for 1994 and 1995.

Those who will work with young friends and other positions are to be approved at the ‘93 gathering.

14. Junior Yearly Meeting planning report was presented by David Clark, Coordinator. David cannot attend this
year’s gathering; Hunter Pyle will handle on site management. The preschool and nursery program is set. There
will be gaps. They have planned a morning program and two hours, for the afternoon, as well as a play group ir
the afternoon to do a play if they want to. Some swimming is planned.

Continuing Committee agreed that everyone attending IMYM ‘93 will be asked to contribute one hour of
service to the gathered community. For most this will need to be child care.

The Committee adjourned for supper.

4



Session III, Evening, 2/13

() 15. The Continuing Committee with Senior Young Friends participating, gathered for worship sharing to

examine three issues:
The Committee’s response to Colorado’s Amendment 2

Should IMM arrange a three-year contract with FLC?

Threshing session IMYM ‘93 on Utah minute on same gender marriage.

After a considerable period of gathered worship, the committee agreed on several minutes.

Continuing Committee recommends that the decision to negotiate a three year contract with Fort Lewis

College be part of the business agenda at the 1993 gathering of IMYM. No serious discussion of the

matter was held at continuing Committee, as the sense of the committee was that Colorado

Amendment 2 had derailed the issue.

Continuing Committee agrees that the focus for the threshing session at IMYM 1993 will be same

gender marriage.

Friends agreed to draft a press release summarizing the committees concerns Jan Miller agreed to

undertake the project and offer a draft when the Committee convenes on 2/14.

Nancy Taylor brought information about Friendly Women magazine for committee members to take to their

home meetings.

Continuing Committee adjourned at about 10:30 p.m.

Session IV, Afternoon, 2114

The meeting opened with a period of silent worship followed by a review of the agenda items remaining to be

covered, including: a report from Senior Young Friends, finalizing the schedule for IMYM 1993, Operations,

Registration, the Committee’s Minute on financial matters, and the news release drafted by Jan Miller of Salt

Lake City. Other topics: Faith and Practice - Salt Lake City would like to proceed with writing such a book;

Ministiy and Oversight committee for IMYM; and an initial discussion of sites for 94-95.

16. Continuing Cbmmttee agreed that the matter of a three-year contract with Fort Lewis College is left to

the decision of the yearly meeting.

17. Creativity Night will focus on the talen of individuals rather than on skits prepared by the young people

and their leaders at yearly meeting, so that programs need not be driven by public performance

requirements. Tom Kowal agreed to prepare information about Creativity Night for registration

materials.

18. Finance reports and minutes were discussed further; those decisions are recorded earlier in these minutes

as the decisions of 2/14 clarified decisions recorded earlier.

19. Operations and Registrar Barbara Stephens and Leslie Stephens reported several matters to the

Continuing Committee.

They are working on changes in location to bring smaller meetings closer to the ballroom. There will be

an awning outside for meetings and casual gatherings.

Electrical requirements need to be outlined in advance of yearly meeting, not when a given session is

about to begin. One continuing problem is people who show up without registering. Anyone who is

going to participate in the yearly meeting needs to register.

5



Barbara Stephens needs to have material to be included in the registraon packet on or before March 14.

Camping will be as last year. Operations agreed to identify an out of state camping site. It was noted that

there is a cost-free campground up LaPlata Canyon.

Continuing Committee agreed to plan a campfire at the campground Friday evening; maps are needed.

Operations can build a marker. Efforts will be made to organize transportation to the campground

Barbara asked the Committee to consider the matter of records retention: what should be kept besides

how-to manuals. Barbara feels that there should be an audit of registrar’s records.

20. Continuing Committee asked the Booksellers to consider providing pink triangle buttons and other

symbols marking objections to Arnertdnient.2 in their store.

21. Jan Miller read her draft of a press release regarding the Committee’s position on Colorado’s

Amendment 2.. It was approved with some minor changes that were suggested, and the recording clerk

agreed to see that it is distributed to all derks and continuing committee members in IMYM within

the week and to send it to the two major Denver daily papers.

22. Clerk asked the Committee if we should recommend that the guide be amended to include a ministry

and oversight committee Because there is not agreement among meetings, Continuing Committee

recommends that a concern group on the question meet at yearly meeting

23. Regarding the preparation of a Faith and Practice for IMYM, Continuing Committee agreed to provide

a forum at yearly meeting for those concerned to gather and prepare a report for the business meeting.

,.—. 24. Site Regarding the site for ‘94 arid ‘95 gatherings, Marian Hoge reported that she has contacted Ghost

Ranch about the possibility of meeting there, first preference being the second weekend in June. The first

weekend is more possible due to the smaller size of the group already registered, (40 vs. 140 tentative

reservations). Capacity of Ghost Ranch is 350 total including campers. Campgrounds now have a

caretaker and a 90 person limit is maintained. There is still near by camping. The first week end

automatically limits attendance because school is still in session.

25. Senior Young Friends reported the highlights of their plans for IMYM 1993: They plan their own concern

group on gay and lesbian concerns, a presentation about Quaker youth pilgrimages, and on transitions

and assault, as well as an interest group on SYF relabonship to adults and How do we deal with people

facing death.

Senior Young Friends asked IMYM committees arid Quaker organizations to provide information for SYF

to study, sort of a ‘oung friend’s guide to Quakerism.

Senior Young Friends plan to appoint a recording clerk and will work it out at yearly meeting.

In response to a question about the Tim Shaw Fund, the minute passed in 1991 allocating $500 per year

was located and read. (Attachment #23, .Minute 91-16.)

It was agreed that the topics requiring the Committee’s attention had been adequately addressed, and the

meeting adjourned to allow those with immediate travel plans to meet their schedules.

Carol Clark
Recording Clerk

6



INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING, CONTINUING COMMITTEE

February 13 and 14, 1993

Convene 2/13 at 10:00A.M.

REGISTRATION FOR CONTINUING COMMIF1l± MEETING
Return by February 1, 1993 to:

Helen Crisp
1262 Columbine St, #202
Denver, CO 80206
Ph: 303-393-9025 A registration form has been sent to each continuing committee

member.

Name(s):

_________________________________________________Phone:__________________

Address:

___________________________________________________

**J (We) would like overnight hospitality on Friday Saturday

______

for

_______

Friend(s)
I (We) prefer non-smoker

______,

vegetarian
**comthg with me (us) will be

______

Young Friends (state number). Efforts will be made for Young Friends to
stay together.

‘“‘I am (We are) attending but do not need overnight hospitality
‘If you are arriving by public transportation and wish to be met, please give us the following information;
Date and time of arrival

__________________________,

Airline

_________________,

Right #__________

Date and time of departure

_________________________,

Airline

__________________,

Flight #___________

Please carry an “IMYM” sign for identification; we will try to do the same.
**No one from our meeting or group is able to attend

_________

We will be providing a written statement regarding matters to come before Continuing Committee

_____

Please complete the following form whether or not your meeting or group will be represented at the meeting. We
must have this in order to distribute current lists to each meeting or group.
Name of meeting or group:

Clerk: Continuing Committee Representatives:

Name:

_________________________________

Name:

_________________________________

Address: Address:

Phone:

_______________________________

Phone:

_______________________________

Time and place of meeting:

_______________________________________________

Name:

_________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:

Phone:

__________________________________

If there is about to be a change of clerk or representative, please check this space: , and provide specific

information below or on the back of this sheet.

NOTE!!!

We will convene on Saturday, February 13, 1993 at 10:00 A.M. Note that this is earlier than in years previous.



750 Spruce St.
Boulder, CO 80302
May 2. 1 993

Randy Herrick-Sbre, Clerk
liMY1\J\ Continuing Commil”’e

—._

Report to Conuing Commite froommeonAng)

The Commite on Aging met twice al- IIV\Y/V\ to plan its agenda
far the coming year. Torn iV\oen from Boulder t\Aeeting agreed to
continue as convener. It as decided to Publish a ne’sletter to inform
jMeetings within ltV\YIv\ of various issues concerning aging, with Linda
Smoke of ,‘V\ountain View as editor.

The topic of Health Care chosen as a focus for the next year.
Each member 0f the Commite agreed to be responsible for gathering
material in an area of interest to them. Topics chosen by various
Commit-e members were physical conditioning, nutrition, preventive
medicine, illnesses specifically associad with the elderly, mental health,
health insurance, legal issues, and ethical issues. No information was
received this year.

7\Aulti-genetional Caregiving” was the topic of an Interest Group
at the 1 992 liMYiM gathering, and sparked a good discussion on the
difficulties encourered in providing care for different generations of
people. An Interest Group on “Ad’anced IV\edical Directives” will be

O presented at this years gatring.
A letter from the Sun Cities Worship Group ‘s referred to this

Commitee They are interested in pursuing a housing prolect especially
for low income people. Although this is a wrth’hiIe project, it is beyond
the scope 0f this Cornmite, and therefore, I am referring their letter
back to the Continuing Commite.

I met with Linda Smoke and we developed some questions to be
used by individual 1\Aeefins to determine whether their elderly membershave special needs, and whether those needs are being met. This was
sent and/or published in /“Aeeting newsletters.

Based on the experiences over the last two years, and the
discussions I have had with Linda and others, it is my recommendationthatthe Commit-se on Aging be laid down It is my hope that those persons
interested in the concerns of the elderly could get together informally atLMY/v\ and discuss what is being done in their own AAee+ings. This
information can than be taken back to Monthly i\Aeetings

ibm tV\oen, Convener
I,MYAJ\ Commite on Aging



PACIFIC YEARLY MEETING

of the RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 24, 1993

Dear Marian Hoge,

It was good to talw.jh_yxxu—Last—week.—-_A mentioned, the

current members of the jntonVistorPrgn_oP’, Leonard and

Martha Dart and myself, are going to meet with the members of the

Ministry and Oversight Committee at our Yearly Meeting in August

to discuss the future of the Brinton Visitor Program.

As you know the scope of the Program has grown dramatically

since its inception. The first Brinton Visitor, Ed Morgenroth

travelling in the l976—’77 visitations met with about 40 Monthly

Meetings, Worship Groups and Friends gatherings. Brinton Visitors

now are asked to visit about 90 groups including the Hawaiian Islands

and Mexico City. We feel this committment is almost too much to ask

of a Friend and wonder how we might re-design the Program.

We would appreciate any wisdom that IMYM might be able to share

with us on this subject. If you have the opportunity to discuss this

with Friends in an informal manner at your Yearly Meeting would you

let me know any suggestions that are offered. Perhaps you will have

more thoughts on the matter following Clare Sinc1airs visitations

in September and October.

We are just in the thinking proccess now and I doubt if any

recommendations for consideration by the three Yearly Meetings

would be presented before next year.

One suggestion that has been made is to keep the inter—Yearly

Meeting character by using the Brinton Visitor Committee to find

Friends who would unertake. visitation throughout one Yearly Meeting

(not their own) at the invitation and care of that Yearly Meeting.

Thus an NPYM Friend might visit the Meetings in IMYM and a PYM

Friend would visit NPYM and a IMYM Friend would visit in PYM.

Keep me posted on any thoughts you may have on the subject.

Warm regards, -

//

/ 7

Joan Johnson, Clerk
Brinton Visitor Program

cc: Martin Cobin
Randy Herrick—Stare



INTERNOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
TH MONTH, 1993

Report by e Historian/Recorder: Richard A. Butler

Dear Friends: -

Enclosed is the report of the census as of Sixth month, second day,
1993:

Of the 20 Meetings that should have reported, five have not as of
the date of this report.

Members of Meetings 910
Members under 18 158
Total New Members 97

By Convincement 54
By Transfer 29
By Parental request 11
Birthright 4

Friends lost by death 14
Friends lost by transfer 31

Average Attendance of Members

Meetings with 1st Day Schools 12

The five non-reporting Meetings are:

Tempe AZ, Logon UT, Mexico City MX, Wyoming WY, and Midland
TX.
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ITERMOU1TAIN YEARLY MEETING 1993 CENSUS
The census of Intermountin Yearly Meeting is taken biannually.The f4ures you are asked to supply a for period J&riuary 1Jantaxy l 1993. The. results of the *flus Will bejnlue4 in the minutes of June, 1993.

Please examine your Meeting’s records carefully, for it is easy,especially in M;tings with a 1age membership , to omitpertirEnt data. Return the completed form to the HistorianRoorder (Richart Eutler) as soon as possible.
Rih&rd A. Butler
7S3 Grasmere Drive
Boulder, CO 8O3O

Name of NGthIy eetirig f
Mdress of Monthly Meeting /O

- ) f. 7 S O

Cl ark L L-- C(
-

Clerk’s Address and phone
c>

rM7’. &5) 9171
BIRTHRIGHT EMERSHIP
1, Does your Neeting recognize irthriht membership? es_ No
24 f Yes, does this birthright membership require th.t bothparents be members of the Religious Society of Frien? Yes — No
3. Does your Meeting bring children ihtô the Meeting upon requestof the parents? Yes No

____

44 If yes, do you consider this membership as full

____

orassociate (Junior) X ?

5. Do you have a program of prepar&tion for membership of youngpeople of the Xeeting that may culminate with a request for eulltnetnbrhip? Yes

____

No

6. If ye what ages participate?

MEMBERSHIP

7. ?leasa give the number of person, regardless c age, th± areconsidered full members of your Meeting. This inclde non—resierit members and any minor e children that your M?eUnq,—- deerns as mebers. It does not include ojourning members who are. counted in the census of their home Meetings. —- 7.5(TUS THE PAGE FOR REMADER OF CENSUS ‘OPJ()‘7N I
, / I ‘‘ .

I

.
-s____ , ...- ‘—-- ., —s- - /c—-L L-4.



ASSOCIATE OR JUNIOR MEMBERSHIP

. ?leae give the number of people under 18 years of age whoare birthright Friends or have been brought into mrnbership atparental request. .2 ‘-

. Pleaz give the nuinbr of people OVer 18 years of age thathave, as children, been listed as brithright, asocito, orjunior members and. are now considertd full members, but havenever formally requested full membership. _Q_
NON-RESIDENT MEMBERS

10, please give the rnnnbar of members who live outside the areaof the Meeting and who seldom or never attend Meeting,

ATTENDA.NCE QUESTIOIS

ii. What is the avrage nuiber o meber who &ttend Meeting forworship o a fairly regular basis? 35
-

12. What is the average number of non—members who attend Meetingfor Worship on a fairly regular basIs? — -—

13. Do you hav a first day school? Y. X No

___

CKNGES DURING BIENNIUM

14. Nutber of new members

____

By convient

_____

By transfer from other i21 3By parental request
irthx’ight

_____

Please list the names of new birthright members.

___________

15. please 1it th names of members lostby death.C
r. (1

Please send conies of any memorial minutes to the Treasurer sothey can be in1uded in the minute of the rune, 1993 sessions.• (• ç.L-.4
16. Please l±-t the names of members who transferred theirm’mberhips to other NontMy Meetings. - -

ôs —/°



DearFrionr4
34

1993 Continuing Committee requested that the
(Treasurer go beyond the requirements of the Guide and include in
ten-t-±rüng Committee minutes a general statement of financial

recommendations, position, and goals.

The 1992 Yearly Meeting decided to spend down its reserves. We
have done rather well in this regard. Last year at this time,
the checking account balance was about $5,740; as of 1993
Continuing Committee, it is now about $1,850. Last year at this
time, the Yearly Meeting had $7,500 invested in the FCC Meeting
House Fund; as of 1993 Continuing Committee, that investment is
down to $6,000.

The financial condition is summarized under the headings
Financial Statement for the Yearly Meeting at Fort Lewis
College, Location of Funds, and Year to Year Expenditures on
following pages. Also included is the revised proposed budget
for 1993.

I have summarized below points raised at Continuing Committee.

1. Capital reserves should be about one-third of the budget.

2. Individual financial position should never be a hinderance to
attending the Yearly Meeting, serving as an officer or a
committee member, or traveling on business of the Yearly Meeting.

3. Registration for the Annual Meeting should pay for the bulk
of the Yearly Meeting costs. Assessments should be used, among
other requirements for those funds, to enable a member of the
Yearly Meeting to meet the goals listed under topic 2.
Continuing Committee raised registration costs to $20 for each
adult attender, and $10 for Senior Young Friends. Senior Young
Friends are those attenders who stay in the SYF dormitory. The
registration cost for children 3 to 12 years of age will be kept
at $5.

4. Continuing Committee recommends that the Yearly Meeting
increase the arin.ual assessment to bring the Yearly Meeting budget
back into balance.

5. Cont±$’ing Committee recommends that the Yearly Meeting
increase the annual contribution to Friends Bulletin from $2,300

$2,500./

6. anciai donations to the Yearly Meeting are encouraged

Yours in oeace,

Yirn hoffman, Treasurer



Income

tñtetti-untain Yearly Meeting
Financial Statement for the

Yearly Meeting at Fort Lewis College
August 7, 1992

Registration, meals, lodging 27752.24
Refunds 413.75

Total

Disbursements

27338.49

Fort Lewis College
Copying, mailing, phone calls, etc.
Child care
Resource person expenses
3YM supplies and expenses
Mesa Verde trip
Insurance
Executive Committee travel
Operations Committee
Worship Sharing

25666.36
2068.05
1262.00

760. 80
630.00
346.00
325.08
297.00
87.72
26.67

Total

Disbursements minus income

31497.64

4158.83

Contributions to Scholarship Fund 688.75
Grants from Scholarship Fund 170.75

V

Balance 518.00



LOCATIOW ;D5 as of February 15, 1993
Checking’ account, NorWest Bank
FGC Meetinghouse Fund

$1,849.78
$6,000.00

LOCATION OF FUNDS as of February 12, 1992
checking account, United Bank of Lakewood $5,738.98
FGC Meetinghouse Fund $7,500.00

SPECIAL FUNDS, as of February
Frid 1/1/92
LMYN-AFSC Joint Project $1,240.00
Casa de los Amigos ($21.50)
Tim Shaw $696.28
Triennial Reserve $1,139.24
* Including $1200 transferred fran

15, 1992
Receipts Disbur
$6,110.00 $7,350.00
$2,692.50 $2,400.00

$600.00 $497.00
*$120000 $0.00

General Funds in 1992

2/15/93
$0 .00

$271.00
$799.28

$2,339.24

YEAR TO YEAR EXPENDITURES

Friends Bulletin

Travel

‘90 ‘91 ‘92 ‘93
2300 2300 2300 2800

AFSC 955 188 408 N/E
FWCC 1,648 838 870 N/E
Sein Fund 300 310 500 N/E
CC 1,418 802 826 828

Yearly Meeting
Operations, Registration 1090 1688 2725 N/E
Insurance 363 273 325 N/E
Campground 100 110 0 N/E
Worship Sharing 61 31 27 N/E
Resource Person 495 413 761 1000
JYM 1428 1950 1642 N/E
JYF 102 324 400 N/E
SYF N/A 244 250

N/A -—not available or indeterminable N/E -- not yet expended



IMEPPOS BUDT FOR 1993 Original

(revisedfbI ‘93 Continuing Committee) Proposed

INCOME Amount

Assessments $6,300.00
Contributions $100.00
Interest $450.00
Annual Meeting

Registration $5,850.00
Minutes & Directory $500.00
IMYM scholarship fund $250.00

TOTAL INCOME $13,450.00

DI SBURSE.MENTS

General Administration $500.00
Contributions

Friends Bulletin
Brinton Visitor Fund
Third World Travel - FWCC
IMYM scholarship fund

Travel
AF SC
FW CC
FWCC Triennial Reserve
Herberto Sein Fund (Mexico travel)
Brinton Corr. Rep.
Young Friends (CC-Tim Shaw fund)
SYF-YF to CC
Officer Exchange
Continuing Comm. Travel

Annual Meeting
OYM - child care and supplies
Resource Leaders
insurance
Registration, Clerk, etc. $2,500.00
Extra day for officers $100.00
Worship Groups $50.00
SYF splies, travel during IMYM, etc. $650.00
JY! 5uplies, travel during IMYM, etc. $400.00

Continency (Ft. Lewis, misc.) S550.C0
Meeting Rooms $700.00

TCTAL D:SBUR5EMENT5 $18,225.00
NET OPERATING LOSs $4,775.00

Note that the $2900 requested for the Local Planning Committee

for the FWCC T::enniai at Ghost Ranch is not included as a budget

line item. Such a request must be approved by the 1993 Yearly

Meeting. Possibly, the Triennia’. Reserve Fund, which is used for

FWCC travel , could be used for the Triennial at Ghost Ranch as no

large expenditures by IMTh for FWCC travel are projected for

1994.

$2 ,800 . 00
$300.00
$500.00

$850.00
$1,500 .00

$500 . 00
$200 .00
$750 .00
$750.00
$750.00

$1,500.00

$2,000.00
$100 .00
$275. DO



STATEMENT

The current (1991) GUIDE for the OPERATIONS of INTERMOUNTAIN

YEARLY MEETING includes the following statements: The purpose of IMYM

is to foster spiritual renewal, fellowship, and community. IMYM is

responsible for overseeing the life and witness of the Religious Society of

Friends within its constituent Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups.’ “The

annual gathering of IMYM is a spiritually enriching occasion as Friends seek

guidance from the Light Within to share their diverse insights and concerns

for service. Yearly Meeting attenders consider ways in which witness,

spiritual guidance, and friendship have been expressed over the past year

and how these expressions may be extended in greater measure to those

who may be seekers.”

Our success in achieving these goals will depend on a number of

factors. One of these is the clarity with which we understand the goals. A

second is our choice of the procedures to employ in striving to achieve the

goals. A third is our spiritual strength and maturity.

As for clarity of understanding, the quoted passages contain only one

term that is a potential source of confusion, We need a shared sense of what

we mean by “overseeing.” One of the literal meanings of this word that may

be most useful to us has to do with a view of the whole. Such a view

requires sufficient perspective. We lack perspective and the ability to see

the “larger picture” if we become too narrowly focused on specific ideas,

feelings, or activities. The focus of individual Friends is enlarged by sharing

with other Friends nd by remaining open to the leadings of the Spirit. The

wider the range of our interactions, interrelationships, and spiritual

experiences, the more likely we are to gain sufficient perspective to be

aware of the larger picture and to be appropriately responsive. Let us agree

that, with regard to our sense of purpose, the “overseeing’ done by IMYM is

the facilitation of this broader perspective and the resultant awareness and

responsiveness.

By what process do we accomplish this facilitation? By stimulating

large numbers of us from different places and with varied concerns to share

in as much depth and in as many ways as possible. This includes a sharing,

as way opens, of spiritual sensitivities, intellectual ideas, emotional feelings,

social activities, and patterns of living. Such sharing on a non-superficial

level is often difficult to stimulate, Two guidelines merit consideration.

2



Regarding our own spiritual strength and maturity, we must seek for
guidance in our deliberations and maintain a loving relationship with one
another. We must accept, with humility and patience, our inability--when
we experience it and whatever the reason--to accomplish a desired goal or to
live up to expectations of ourselves or one another. We must realize that
any inability to achieve unity in the manner of Friends (through concensus
or through the willingness of those with reservations to stand aside) is
neither an indication of failure nor a source of frustration; it is, rather, a
clear answer to the question as to whether we wish to move in a specific
direction. (To decide not to ta:e an action constitutes a decision,;
Responsive to our desire to ‘walk cheerfully over the earth answering that-
of Gcid in ai people,” e will rCCOfliLC how essential it is for us to deeiop
our capacity to find that-of-God in others. We will appreciate, therefore the
opportunity to nurture this capacity by practice in answering that-of-God in
one ano:her.

4



Vickie Aldrich
Clerk of Cont. Corn.
1517 E. Boutz Rd
Las Cruces,NM 88001
(505) —522—3462
June 28, 1993

Executive Committee Members IMYM

Dear Friends,
I am writing to let you know of our planned meetings for the

summer and fall.

Transition Meeting. In July we will have a transition meeting in
Trinidad, Colorado on Saturday July 24th at noon. We will meet
at the Durlands, 605 W. Pine St. (see directions below). Bring
something to share for lunch. Durlands have invited us to stay
for supper. If you wish to stay overnight you’ll need to find
hotel accommodations. This transition meeting is optional as
many of you have already connected with the outgoing officers.
At this meeting we will also discuss the questions which must be
referred to Monthly Meetings and Worship groups to be considered
before continuing committee meets in February. If you have
essential questions that you feel should be included in this
questionnaire please get them to me by July 23rd. From July 4th
to July 23rd I can be reached at the home of Dorothy and Barney
Aldrich, 465 Garland St., Lakewood, Co 80226. Tel: (303)—235—0731.

Executive Committee Meeting in September. I’d like us to meet in
September on Saturday Sept.lBth, from 9AM to 11 AN at Ghost
Ranch. This is the weekend of NM RegionalTng and should be
easier than planning a separate meeting time. Let me know if you
will be able to attend at this time or if you feel we should plan
a separate time to meet.

Sincerely,

Directions to Durlands: Coming from the North on 1-25 get of f at
exit 14b (sign will say to Trinidad State Junior College). Go
through stop light and one more block to corner of Colorado and
Nevada. Turn left on Nevada. Go one block to Pine. Turn right
on Pine, go about 2 1/2 biks. to 605. It’s the second private
home. The Durlands phone number is (7l9)-846—7480.



As for the agenda: Our report will include speaker information.
Include the 3 items for old business just in case something canes up. FCNL
report? No information. Eric Wright is fine as folk dance leader.

Guidelines for the reports — yes - should concentrate on plans
and needs. If we want to promote opening night posters it seems to us we
can submit the suggestion w/guidelines to Meetings after CC in Feb. unless

you think they need more, notice.

Please find enclosures:
(1) Letters of Ted Church on Triennial planning. (Perhaps he has sent you
copies of same). We will need a place on the agenda for a triennial report

and action.
(2) Also we should consider endorsing the World Court project (or making
a place on YM schedule for that to happen as well as for a letter of support
to cane out of YM if it so decides).

Finally, we would like to suggest that officers of IMYM cane together
for a spiritual retreat (which could be continued on an annual basis), the

purpose being to further ground and prepare us in the spiritual bases for
our decisionmaking and leadership functions. ‘Clerks, recorder, treasurer,
registrar and C.C. clerk plus ministry and counsel (a one—time person, someone

from outside, etc.). Please place this matter on agenda for decision and
action. Our present hope would be for a May retreat time.

V..VV:,:M
V
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November 26, 1993

Dear Vickie, ‘ V ‘ ‘

Thanks for the proposed agenda. Stopping at our, house on the ‘•

20th to stay over is fine with us -- we’ll be here and it will be a good ‘:

• time to further hash out CC business; on the 28th - 30th we may be out of
town. • :
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Continuing Committee Agenda Items: 1st Draft November, 12, 1993
IMYM BUSINESS

Clerk& Report (speaker information included?)

OLD
Amend and correct YM minutes
From Executive Committee Meeting (September 1993):

Status of historian?
Amend to guide?
Human Rights and Quaker Values?

REPORTS
Suggestion: if there is no action required, a written report will be given in advance witha 3 minute summary given at the February meeting.
FWCC: Triennial & number of representatives (Action required)FCNL?
AFSC - Joint Service Project?
Faith & Practice: progress report after January meeting
Treasurer(does continuing committee need to approve changes made by executivecommittee?)

IDAt I iThI I)IFCrL.L. ‘c LI L_ II L)

Summaries will be available of all responses I receive
Friends Bulletin Incorporation (must make a recommendation)Friends Center in Moscow
Ministry and Counsel (recommendation to create or to implement?)

NEW BUSINESS

IMYM Planning

PEOPLE
I will talk to Cathy Turner, clerk of Nominating, about the first two of thesePublisher of daily bulletin at IMYM
Interest group coordinator
Talent night organizer (thought: should we have this be co-organized with one adultand one young friend? or ask college age young friends to do this?)Folk dance leader (note: Eric Wright did an excellent impromptu job last year, shouldwe ask him?)



IMYM planning continued

REPORTS
What guidelines should we have for these reports? i.e. brief description of plans and
needs?
Registrars
Operations
Junior Yearly Meeting
Junior Young Friends
Senior Young Friends
Worship Sharing
Interest Groups
Concern Groups

DECISIONS
Opening night - Meeting Poster idea?
Threshing session topic?
Intergenerational activities?

SCHEDULING
Idea: put out suggested schedule and blanks - have everyone bring their corrections
and post these by coffee! tea area early so we can think about this before we have to
confirm it.



Continuing Committee February 1994
DRAFT SCHEDULE Nov. 12, 1993

Since the Las Cruces Meeting House is very small we will not be meeting there. After
looking into renting places I’ve asked Cecil & Mary Brown if we might meet in a large
room in their house on Saturday. This involves more transportation but a savings of
50 to 75 dollars. I plan to rent the Wesley Foundation for Sunday morning if we can
finish in four hours we will need to pay $75 if longer another $15 or $25.

My goals in these plans are; 1. To accommodate people driving from long distances,
2. Allow sufficient time to do our business in a Quakerly manner, 3. Keep costs as low
as possible, 4. Provide a warm friendly atmosphere in which Friends can meet, and
5. Keep my own sanity.

Saturday
11:00 - 12:30 Soup and bread available at Las Cruces Fnends Meeting

House.
Friends driving stop at LCFMH to give rides to others to
Browns’

12:30 - 2:00 First session begins with silence.
Business: Clerks’ report, Old Business, Reports

2:15 - 3:30 Second session begins with silence.
Business: Begin discussion of fall queries and new business
(idea: see where we are on these - put through Friend
Martins Seasoning Sorter)

3:45 - 5:45 Third session begins with silence.
Business: IMYM Planning (1 hour reports, 1 hour small work
groups?)

6:00 - 7:30 Dinner with Las Cruces Friends - music and sample of
Meeting poster

8:00 - 9:00 Fourth session? begins with silence.
Business: Small work groups report back or finding the sense
of the Meeting on fall queries?

9:00 Adjourn to homes of hosts

Sunday
8:00 AM Continental breakfast provided at Wesley Foundation

8:15 - 10:15 Fourth session begins with silence.
Business: IMYM planning, other decisions or new business.

1 0:30 - 11:30 Meeting for Worship with Las Cruces Friends at Wesley F.

12:00 Lunch out where ever you find it (list of local restaurants will
be provided)

1:00 - 3:00 Fifth session if necessary.



Vickie Aldrich
1517 E. Boutz Rd.
Las Cruces, NM 88001
(505)-522-3462
Nov. 15, 1993

Dear Bill and Genie Durland,

I’ve started thinking about the February Continuing Committee Meeting and have
enclosed a list of possible agenda items. I would like your comments, additions,
corrections. I would also like to identify items which we can take care of before
continuing committee if possible. In considering agenda items I would appreciate any
suggestions for streamlining the business process without loosing the depth
necessary for Quaker decision making. I would like to put concern items through what
I call Martin’s Seasoning Sorter. Looking at concerns and determining; 1. if they have
not been seasoned enough to send them back to Monthly Meetings, 2. if they have
been seasoned but we are not clear on a direction to take, have this become a
concern group at Yearly Meeting, 3. if we are approaching a clear sense of the
meeting or if other matters dictate the need for a decision (i.e. Friends Bulletin inc.) we
will consider this matter and make a recommendation at the C.C. Meeting.

From the Fall Queries I identified three which I felt needed to come before
continuing committee for some recommendation to Yearly. I will provide a summary of
all responses to CC members. The ones I did not include in the agenda I felt should
be taken care of as follows; #3 responses sent to the Long Range Planning
Committee, #5 to be sent to the Faith and Practice committee, #6 to be sent to the
Committee to select a speaker.

I would like to get the registration and agenda for continuing committee materials
out in December if possible. I am planning to be in Albuquerque for Thanksgiving and
hope to talk with Connie Gould, SYF coordinator, about how and when SYF would like
to participate in the CC feb. meeting. I wi1L1w 1ç coin toD wer-fothrtmas and
would like to stop and tjfygu’re goinqjpbei3clme. My sister wants us to arrive the
evening of the 21st. We could stop for awhile on tha21stjxstay-.ove.tha2Ott if it was
convenient for you. I’ll be returning sometime around the 28th or 30th if that would
work out better for you. While in Colorado I want to try to connect with the people
doing Junior Yearly Meeting, I hope at least the coordinator can come. With a theme
of Quaker Community, I hope we can do as many intergenerational activities as
possible.

Let me know your thoughts. I figure I’ll change the schedule a number of times
before the meeting but I like to have something to work with and would like to get a firm
starting time and an ending time to aim for. I hope your lives are not too busy. I look
forward to hearing from you.
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11-24-93

To: Bob Solenberger
From:Arline Hobson
Re: IMYM questionnaire

Q- 1---yes to both a and b.We have used Pacific Yearly Meeting long
enough and we should act responsibly re.” our” publication both re.
finances and ideas.

Q-2--I feel uneasy. Are we expecting to export our cultural
patterns and values or would we be bridge-building. I note that the
statement places our spiritual ministry second to a political
mi S Si Ofl.

Q-3---A permanent site could solve so many year-to-year concerns
and could offer opportunities for increased interaction of IMYM
members in all kinds of gatherings.I envision an on-going seminar
and retreat center that could be shared beyond Friends at times.
I’d like to see a school to start with, a postgraduate year for
high school graduates to hone their academic skills and to grapple
with ideals growing out of Q:Lker testimonies as they weigh
professional possibilities. I envision a center for retired Friends
seeking fellowship and opportunities for shared service in their
later yet active years. Summer camps for all age groups could
strengthen the IMYM friendship connections and provide the ideal
environment for reflective considerations.

Finances are critical and could offer some real problems
within the IMYM unity,unless---

Let’s go for it.

Let me add, the facility could be shared with our Evangelical
Friends with appropriate financial arrangements thereby creating
another positive bridge of sharing.



Q-4----This needs meeting discussion except our meeting interest in
IMYM is so limited that such discussions interest only a few.
This,of course, indicates that our membership seems more
interested in the collegiality and “clubiness” of Pima Meeting than
in the Religious Society of Friends.

Because of the geographical shifting of officers in a very, very
large area for a yearly meeting, annual functions can so easily
shift in character reflecting the geo-culture of the presiding
officers. Just in the interest of stability a ministry and counsel
committee could be very helpful at the annual gathering. It could
also serve a valuable function throughout the year especially with
respect to our multiplicity of little worship groups operating with
minimal guidance. I would see this as a real growth in IMYM
spiritual and organizational maturity. We tend to be weak if not
antagonistic at times to “the good order” and if we finally mature
to a Faith and Practice,such a committee would he a valuable
corollary. However, unless funds are available for some midyear
meetings, it would be less than effective. This calls for an
increase in budget.

I have no doubt but that meeting members would be open to such
service.

Q-5---Our meeting has acted re. both a and b and that should be a
matter of record if our previous representatives acted
appropriately.

Q-6---Pima Meeting has lost community, once a strong aspect of the
meeting. This, I think, relates to the geographical spread and the
lack of intimacy in the group plus a disinclination to recognize
and to honor membership.A current tendency on the part of quite a
few to develop a familial structure leads to cronyism and the
substitution of commonality of political/social values for the
wonderful mutuality of respect among seekers who may well differ on
these same political/social issues. I have known the latter and
sometimes grieve that Pima Friends are such look-a] ikes. One Quaker
once told me that all Pima Friends were Democrats, of course.I’m a
Democrat but my response was,”How awful !“

At a physical level our meeting is unusually thoughtful to
those in need of services and such needs may well transcend
theological,social and even spiritual variations.There is a serious
dearth, however, of knowledge about Quaker history, our
foundations, our unique theology and our world wide stylistic
variations. Pima meeting, of course, is far from representative of
the Society of Friends at large, which is O.K. if we are aware of
it. With no more knowledge than we have we would be presumptuous to
speak of ourselves as a QUTh.EF community.

Yearly meeting should of course broaden our community base but
it can’t be any more of a community than the meeting. However,
being small in numbers the yearly meeting helps us to find
spiritual kin in greater numbers and facilitates introductions to
witnessing Friends such as Dorlan Bates.


